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As is traditional, the race for the
office of ASUOP president this year is
a full svying effort on the part of five
candidates.
Up before the voters Tuesday and
Wednesday, each is anxious to gain
the top seat in student government at
UOP.
Baynes Bank, a junior Economics
and Religious Studies major states
that he has some ideas as to what
directions should be taken in
changing the current student gover
nment system.
Bank's platform centers around
student
involvement
and
"cohesiveness" which he hopes to at
tain through the establishment ol an
"All University Council."
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Vincent Orange, Rod Key, Lori Ken nedy, Martin Burt, Baynes Bank.

Procedures tightened
lor '79 ASUOP election
ASUOP Election '79 is well unlfway as students will be going to
j, polls Tuesday and Wednesday to
tlmosp the new Associated Student
psident,
vice-president
and
mblication hoard member.
Candidates for the presidency are
mesBank, Martin Burt, Lori KenHod Kov and Aintent Orange.
Anagnostou
is
running
rd for the vice-presidential
jut and John Adams is the only
•wjste/ed candidate for the Pacifican
publication board.
Two positions are open on the
publications board so a write-in canit ilate could be elected to at least one
(I the seats.
There will also be two referenilumson the ballot. One concerns the
ASUOP propositi racquetball courts
ml the other solicits student opinion

tat the
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on construction of the events eenter
versus building academic programs.
Polls will be open from 9 a.m. to
5 p.m. at the University Center,
Wendell Phillips Center and the
Pharmacy school.
The School of pharmacy polls
will be situated between the rotunda
:,nd the main entrance to the Campus
Pharmacy, and students from all
other schools and departments are
scheduled to vote at the University
Center polls.
Students must bring their
ASUOP cards with them to be
eligible to vote.
In order to avoid repeating
procedural problems experienced in
elections during previous years,
Election Coordinator Mike Thornburg has set up a special arbitration

board.
"At least over the past four years
there has been a trend of having two
or three elections a year, and that's
why I'd like to tighten up election
procedures," said Thornburg.
Under the new system, there is a
three-member arbitration board
which will decide on complaints
-about the election. Those complaintsmust be filed within 24 hours
following the election.
Thornburg, the ASUOP Businesj
Manager, John Warren and a third
member to be appointed by Thor
nburg will be included on the board.
The decision of the board will be
subject to review by the ASUOP
Senate.
Thornburg added, "Over the
past four years, only one year did the
ASUOP election not get contested."

"We should all be involved," he
continues. "We can make things
easier for students in terms ol
procedures and policies. We have a
Board of Regents we can meet with in
order to discuss problems."
"Currently,"
says
Bank,
"ASUOP is inefficient. We need ef
fectiveness. The next three to five
years will tell the story of Pacific lor
several years to come."
Martin Burt, a junior PublicAdministration major, has a unique
issue on his platform. He wants to
change the ASUOP senate into a
board of supervisors that includes
leaders from student organizations.
1 have been active in the senate
long enough to know that it is incom
petent both as a policymaker and as a
working—group," said Burt.
Burt went on, "ASUOP was
originally conceived as a union
through which services could be
promoted anil demands could be
channelled. I plan to return to this
initial stand and change ASUOP into
an effective union representing, and
keeping in touch with, fellow mem

funding for social programs between
ASUOP
and
other
student
organizations.
''If we co-fund, we can get more
people involved," said Kennedy.
Her feeling about the ASUOP
senate: "That senate has worked bet
ter than it ever has before."
Concerning a proposed fee for
the events eenter that would be
tacked on to tuition, she said, "The
students I talked to think it is a bad
idea, and I think it's a bad idea too."
"My political orientation is
toward academic issues. I think the
students major concerns have to do
with upgrading our academic
capital," said Kennedy.
She added, "The other can
didates are talking about what they
are going to do to change ASUOP,
but that's nonsense. A lot of what
they are saying isn't realistic."
Rod Key, Pre-law and History
major in his junior year, said his ex
perience as Loan Store manager over
the past school year is an "invaluable
asset" for an ASUOP president.
"My experience with ASUOP
anil knowledge ol its structure has
given me a perspective of its
problems anil potentials," said Key.
Another campaign issue for Key
is communication.
"The president's role in such a
communications system should be to
act as a liason officer between the

The UOP Events Uenter cam
paign is about half way to its goal of
$5.5 million.
Since the drive was started over a
year ago, $2.6 million has either been
pledged or donated in cash to the
fund.
But, that amount wasn't enough
to start construcion as planned in
September. Now, the new construc
tion schedule is aiming for May, ac

i

cording to Ort Lofthus, chairman of
the fundraising committee.
Lofthus, who is also president
and general manager of KJOY radio,
said plans for the center have been

i*

completed and will be presented to
the UOP Board of Regents March 13.
Priorities for use of the proposed
center, said Roger Reimer, a member
of the committee and faculty member
of the School of Education, start with

p

View of solar eclipse at its peak
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intercollegiate athletics, then instruc
tional courses, intramural activities,
student activities and finally, large

keep from looking right up at the
eclipse."
Pacifican Editor-in-Chief
And, as eyes gazed up at the
Shouts of excitement echoed acivic events.
great mass of light often situated
bove the UOP campus Monday at
between clouds, warnings about the
"Most of the big contributions to
7:50 a.m. as clouds in the sky parted
sun causing blindness were often
the events center fund have come
to reveal the sun's partial solar erepeated.
from those related to UOP, for in
elipse—it's finale for the 20th cen
Attention was temporarily taken
stance, the Regents, said Reimer.
tury.
away
from the sun shortly after it
Lofthus praised community sup
An atmosphere of intense an
reached
peak coverage at 8 a.m.,
port for the center saying, "The fund
ticipation prevailed among the 30
when
Mathias
shouted, "Look up
is the largest amount of money raised
astronomers,
students
and
above,"
and
pointing
to the west said,
in San Joaquin County for a single
photographers gathered at the east
"Look,
can
you
see
it?...It's
Venus."
civil project."
edge of Pacific Memorial Stadium to
A faint image ol the planet,
The Events Center committee in
watch the moon overshadow the 86
which is more than 67 million miles
cludes 16 community members and
percent of the sun.
from the sun, could be seen in the
four UOP representatives.
Progress towards a total eclipse
distance, adding to the excitement of
The UOP representatives are
began about 7 a.m. when Raymondthe crowd.
Reimer; Cedric Dempsey, director of
Callison professor Boyd Mathias and
Although the eclipse is the last
athletics; Tom Ford, director of
Physics department frofessor Neil
one
to
be seen on this continent until
business services and the Pacific Lark
set
up
telescopes
for
.the
year
2017, people at Monday's
Athletic Foundation; and Dr. Robert
photographing and viewing.
•gathering
seemed confident it wasn t
Winterberg,
Financial
Vice
The sun's bright rays were hard
their
last
viewing
ol an eclipse.
President.
to avoid in the process and as one ob
As one woman said, "I'm going
server put it, "It's very difficult to
to Australia to see the next eclipse."

By Sharon Fox

Inside this week

Events Center model
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Partial solar eclipse
darkens morning sky

Events Center funds at $2.6 million
By Diane Hantz
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Orange, a former ASUOP
senator, said that the student body
should have more power through the
ASUOP Senate. "There should be
senate representatives out around
ea input on boards keeping up to date
and working in harmony for the
students."

bers."
The Pacifican is another point in
Burt's campaign. He wants to help
the Pacifican regain its "legitimacy."
"ASUOP should not be an infor
mation service, that is the Pacifican s
responsibility," he added.
Lori Kennedy, the current
ASUOP president, and a junior in
Kaymond-Callison college, says she
wants to initiate a system of co-

Pacifican Staff Writer

*

administration, constituent schools,
students and ASUOP," he said.
Key says selecting a new business
manager to replace John Warren,
who is leaving at the end of the school
year, will be one of the most impor
tant tasks of the new ASUOP
president.
"Through my close working
relationship with John Warren, 1
have been exposed to the type of
qualified person needed to fulfill such
a position," Key added.
Vincent Orange, senior Business
anil Communications major, views
changes
in
ASUOP
through
'"strengthening what we have."
When askeil how he would
"make student government more elfective, as stated in his campaign
platform, Orange pointed to stall
dedication as central to improving
the student government's credibility.
"If given the chance," commen
ted Orange in his campaign
statement, "1 can create a very olficient
anil effective student
organization with a very warm anil
loving atmosphere."

Photographer
Dave
Aguilar displays his works in the
University Center Art Gallery.
See page 10.

The UOP Tigers wrap up
the PCAA Championship and
return home to a rally held in
their honor. See page 7.
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Doctor's
Advice

To be or not to
be...academic

By Dr. Werner
Medical Direct0r
Cowell Health Cente
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Mononucleosis

Guest Column

China/Vietnam play
balance, power game
. >' . , "X,. "• *

By Walton A. Raitt,
Chairman, Department of Political Science
stamina and persistence-6f the Viet
namese people. One weeps over the
realization of the endless suffering
and tragedy in the lives and families
of peasants and their fighting sons
and daughters.
All the more so, considering their
fighting in Cambodia. The Viet
namese economy is in shambles. .
In the classic game that nations
play, there is the role oFfhe would-be
"balancer." In the 19th century it
was Great Britain; ft is now the U.S.
of A.
President Carter is caughttip in a
delicate balancing act.
His
diplomatic recognition of the
People's Republic of China is due to
be culminated in the March 1
opening of the embassies in the two
countries.
He has been seriously efnbarrassed by his new Chinese
colleagues. Deng's idea of an over
ture is to attack Vietnam and thus try
to lorce the U.S. to choose between
China and the USSR.
Normally, the issues in IridoChina would not lie taken up in the
UN Security Council. It -dOesn't make
much sense, after all, to take up a
critical matter involving two per
manent members with their obvious
veto power.
But the U.S. was on the spot. To
try to maintain an "even-handed"
role, it called for the council to meet
and propose a resolution, backed by
non-aligned members, calling for the
withdrawal of foreign troops from
both Cambodia and Vietnam.
The shouting match, that ensued
between the two Communist giants
did not make the task of Carter's
emissary, Andrew Young, any easier.
At least the White House can take
temporary comfort in the Fact that
thus far it is only a shouting, not a
warring match. A triangle, it seems,
is hard to keep in balance.
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What may not be as understandable is UOP's answer to this
relatively recent phenomenon.
That answer starts with strengthening of the athletic
program, which in turn is supposed to attract more students to
UOP, and in the process, encourage more financial contributions
to the University.
>« *
Further, the whole cycle is supposed to reduce the price of
tuition, encourage students to stay and thus maintaining enroll
ment levels, the chief source of revenue in the University's
budget.
Part of the answer is valid: strengthening the athletic
program at UOP will probably boost financial endowments to
the University. However, that same move will not have the effect
of attracting more students to UOP.
'
The reason: registration records show that eacfUyear
has an increasing number of incoming students. The enrollment
decline announced by UOP administrators this school year in
dicates that the retention rate of students is where the real
problem lies.
In other words, more students are transferring, and while the
University contends that it is the high tuition rate that prompts
students to take off in the middle of their studies here, the
Pacifican maintains that it has more to do with the academic
programs.
Without going into each program and tearing it apart, suf
fice it to say that many are weak and need some revamping.
The Pacifican would like to encourage the University to con
centrate its efforts on aiding UOP's academic programs, both
financially and structurally. Also, the University's recent efforts
to give aide to Irving Martin Library are to be applauded.
After all, when it comes down to whether a prospective
student will choose UOP or another university, that student isn't
going to decide to spend nearly $5000 in tuition per year to go to
a school that has a good athletic program.
Instead, academic reputation and marketability of the
degree are going to be the two major determinants in the
student's decision.
i
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With universities, and espeeially private institutions all ovei
the United States registering money problems, it is under
standable that this very serious economic problem has hit
University of the Pacific.

The wars in Indo-China would
ap|x>ar to validate the von Clausewitz
definition of war as merely a contiiu)ation of diplomacy by other
inejns. The German philosopher of
war was describing limited wars in
the I9lh century conducted as part of
the balance-of-power game.
The name of the game is still the
same as Soviet-client Vietnam gains
hegemony over Cambodia, to be
countered by China's "punishment"
ol Vietnam by attacks on her nor
thern border.
But the balanee-ol-power game
in the second half of the twentieth
centurs has to be played with a great
deal ol finesse.
The danger of
escalation into a nuclear holocaust
puts dampers on even the most am
bitious expansionist, or the militant
delender of the status quo.
Such calculation must be in the
minds of Deng Xiaoping and his
Politburo associates in Peking.
Deng has indicated the incursion
into V ietnam will end soon, hopefully
not to last longer than the 33 days the
Chinese took to "re-draw" the border
with India in 1962. It had better end
soon. I he Soviet commitment to its
new \ ietnain ally is already reaching
the zero hour of credibility.
Meanwhile, the Vietnamese are
in no mood to be taught a lesson by
Big Brother China—the latter's
"spanking" seems to be hurting the
would-be teacher as much as the
pupil.
This illustration of the fervor of
nationalism, backed in this case by
Soviet modern weaponry and dire
warnings from Moscow, is,the third
in a painful series: first, the French
with unpleasant memories of Dienbienphu; second, the Americans with
equally painful recollections of the
final evacuation ol Saigon; and now,
the Chinese.
One can only marvel at the
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The virus is spread
tact, probably via the <1
respiratory route. The incJ
period varies from two tof0ur ''
This has been called the "ft '
Disease." Although kissing js*
way of spreading the virus
been noted that most often only
partner of a couple will develop!
fectious mononucleosis.
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Fatigue
The classic illness is [J
headache, sore throat, swollen g|ari.
and fatigue.

Ralph Nader

Are those ETS tests really valid?
The next time you pick up a wellsharpened No. 2 pencil and begin to
hurridly answer a standardized,
multiple-choice test, chances are that
your test is one of more than eight
million given annually by the
Educational Testing Service (ETS).
ETS tests are used to determine
entrance to over 60 occupations in
cluding firefighters, actuaries,
policemen, real estate brokers,
sailors, teachers, gynecologists,
engineers, and auto mechanics.
ETS test results are the standards
of access to some of the most power
ful professions: Foreign Service of
ficers, New York stockbrokers,
lawyers in over 40 states, CIA agents.
Two million elementary students
take ETS tests, and ETS is even
developing ways to test infants.
ETS helps determine who will be

corporation.
much they will receive. The financial
At best, standardized tests
information ETS obtains on nearly
measure
the specialized skill of testtwo million families is more detailed
taking,
but
they do not measure key
than a mortgage application or an
determinants of success such as
IRS return.
writing and research skill, ability to
What is the Educational Testing
make coherent arguments, creativity,
Service? How has it centralized so
motivation, stamina, judgment, ex
much power? Is it accountable to
perience or ethics.
anyone, or anything? Should your
There is a growing movement to
opportunities be so influenced by
ETS's standards of aptitude or in
reform and restructure the testing in
telligence?
dustry. In New York, Ohio, Texas,
Despite its massive influence, few
and other states, student-run Public
people question ETS. Students may
Interest Research Groups (PIRGs)
want to tear up test forms in moments
have introduced "Truth in Testing"
of frustration, but few of us think of
legislation in their state legislatures.
challenging the corporation that
Individuals interested in this
makes the tests.
issue, or in sponsoring Truth in
We will soon release a lengthy ) Testing legislation, can contact Ed
report on ETS, written by AHan
Hanley at our office at P.O. Box
Nairn, whjch we hope will help
19312, Washington, D.C. 20036.
people understand, and question, the

Letters to the Editor
Ray-Cal or football
Dear Editor:
Recently I read a sign on a
faculty person's door in Wendal'
Phillips Center which read, "Football
is to education as bullfighting is to
agriculture." I am not going to get
on the anti-football bandwagon like
many have recently. Rather, I would
merely like to make one point clear,
which is the obvious fact that Pacific
as well as the student body has really
mixed up its priorities concerning
education.
I am not down on football
because I played for four years in
high school. Yet, it seems to me that
if this institution was as committed to
education as it is to athletics, both the
academics as the well as the sports
programs would be in better shape.

The Administration has agreed
to grant Bob Toledo many special
requests as coach. To a large extent,
his requests involve financial as well
as academic considerations to insure
a more competitive program.
It
seems rather odd to me, though, that
the Clusters have been abandoned to
a large extent by our Administration
because, like the football team, we
are losers too.
I can not figure it out. An in
stitution of "Higher education" con
tinually bails out a losing sports cause
while letting the first Liberal Arts
college of its kind in the United States
perish.
Like I have already mentioned, it
just does not seem right. The Student
Body does not seem to sense that by
going
along
with
the
Ad
ministration's decision to absorb
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academic experience. You, as stu
dents, are selling yourselves short of
an enriched educational experience
which you may never get the chance
to have again for the rest of your life!
While returning from a recent
trip to Chicago (believe it or not a lot
of us Ray-Cal students do not open up
head-shops" after we graduate) to
visit two graduate schools, I saw an
article in a TWA magazine which
described a program at Dartmouth
which seeks to broaden the perspec
tives of professionals who never took
advantage of the humanities while
they were in college because they
were too busy worrying about
making it "in their careers upon
graduation." De.'initly a worthwhile
consideration to be sure, but what a
waste of resources!
Now, in their mid-life transition
it personal development, they are
eturning to school to, as the author
he article states it, "keep company
with the likes of Plato, Melville and
Camus. The result: the humanizing
ot the executive.
Here, it
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us. What do you as a student hope
to gain at Pacific? Further, what are
you supposed to expect from an in.
- ution of higher education?
Ultimately, the choice is yours
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should be submitted in writing to:
The Pacifican
3rd floor, North Hall.
Editorial comment on campus issues
reflects the views of the Pacifican
editorial board.

was the Keiji Doizaki incident, P"
receive prog
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lished on the front page, such
vious hatchet job on the part of ^
Fluarticle's writers?
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I feel a person of Doizaki5!1
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tegrity was belittled by unneces®-- J'ul,|u. broai
accusations. A person who has sac"
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ficed so much time to the school,"
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be repaid by a Judas paper in su® •
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manner, leaves me questioning '
ability of the paper. Which bri ^
about another question:
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going to support and promote fa'"
and student leaders in the future, ^
do you plan to crusade against the"1.
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Policy statement
The Pacifican is published on
Fridays on a weekly basis by students
of the University of the Pacific in
Stockton, CA. Comments from
Pacifican readers are welcome. Guest
columns and letters to the editor

Raymond-Callison into GOP, it is
narrowing its .options for a varied
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I he men of Omega Pi
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I ather Silv a will once again take
to the stage this month in his annual
porlormanoe at the UOPian Affair, a
cabaret and dinner show presented
lor the benefit of Newman House and
all ol its campus ministry programs.
College Night opens at 8 p.m. on
March 15 at the Cathedral School at
Lincoln and Magnolia Streets.
A
cabaret, where one can sip a wine
cooler, have a beer or enjoy a soil
drink w hile being entertained is open
only to ASUOP cardholders lor a
donation of S3.
(aibaret Nights, March IB and
17. are open to the public. The bar
opens at 7:30, while the show starts at
8 p.m. and admission is $ 10.
Dinners shows are held Friday,
March 23 and Saturday, March 24.
Two drinks, a full steak dinner, and
entertainment cost $ 15.
Reservations are needed for every
show, ('.all Newman House at 951088 I or purchase tickets at John Falls
Men's Shop or Miracle Music on the
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The 4th U.S. Circuit Court of
Appeals upheld, its' earlier decision,
appealed to the U.S. Supreme Court
and then sent back to the appeals
court lor reconsideration, that the
UNC had violated two white studen
ts constitutional rights when it en
forced its regulation that the 18mcmber Campus Governing Council
include at least two men, two women,
and two blacks of either (render.
UNC had violated two white stu
dents' constitutional rights when it
enforced its regulation that the 18member
Two white male students sued
the school when they were denied
seats on the council by the council
president's' appointments. The ap
peals court first ruled in favor of the
students, Lawrence Uzzell and
Robert Arrington.
The university
then appealed the ruling to the U.S.
Supreme Court, which, soon after
handing down its more celebrated
Bakke ruling, sent the case back to
the lower court for a new decision.
On. Feb. 5, the lower court
determined that UNC had imposed a
racial classification on council mem
bership, and as such had violated the
federal prohibition of
racial
discrimination. UNC is reportedly
considering appealing the decision
again.

Student union members

CPS — Washington is now the scene
of one battle over student member
ship in labor unions. Organizations
that want Congress to ban man
datory ynembership in unions are.
gearing up for battle and, em
boldened by what they see as a newlyconservative electiorate, will try to
push Congress to action this year.
The idea has been around for
several years, promoted by suppor
ters of right-to-work laws. The con
cept, of course, has been a highlycontroversial issue on the national
political scene since the fifties, but
students as such were not centrally
involved.
But now a bill has been in
troduced in Congress that would
exempt full-time students (including
high-school and vocational-school
students) from mandatory union
membership, and would prohibit
discrimination against those who
chose not to join v9luntarily.
Jonathan Petochowski, a George
Washington University student feels
that having to join a union in order to
get work is unfair, and wants to see
that students will be hired solely for
their ability to do the job.
Joe Connelly teaches political
science at Eastern Illinois University,
Pharmacy open house
and disagrees. He -fears that unions
would be jeopardized by "free rides,"
students who were workers, not in the
An open house is scheduled
union but receiving all benefits of
Saturday at the School ol Pharmacy
membership like others on the job.
to acquaint prospective students with
According to organizers, many
the academic programs available at
students pay large amounts in union
the school.
dues, even for short hours during
Students and faculty members

Cultural fair
A disco dance and musical en
tertainment will be two of the
highlights of the Asian Alliance
Cultural Faire on March 3 1.
The day of fun and entertain
ment will begin at 1 1:00 a.m. on the
Anderson Lawn. There will be music
from the Taikio Drum Troupe from
San Francisco, cultural dances, and
Asian arts.
Included among the exhititions
will be Japanese floral arrangement,
martial arts displays, and more.
KUOP disc jockey, George
Thompson will emcee a disco dance
in the Raymond/Callison Great Hall
at 9:00 p.m. Advance tickets are
$1.50 at the ASUOP Record Store.
Admission is $2.00 at the door.
Those interested in helping with
the event, or in becoming a member
of T he Asian Alliance can call Victor
Liin at 943-0461 or contact any club
member.

administer the COPA faculty/course
April 2 - April 27
$2.90 per hour

another will he held April 27 and 2* Pre-rcgistration is neecssary at
Newman House, 4101 N. Manchester
Ave.
Retreat Directors are Father
Robert Silva and Sister Barhaia'
Thiella.

Pacific calling

Newman retreat
The Newman House, Catholic
Student organization at UOP, is ollering two spring overnight retreats.
and

WW

The themes will be "Forgiveness
Assessment ol strengths and

weaknesses."

The retreats offer a chance for
participants to reflect on purposes
and goals in the presence ol Cod.
The fee will be $ 10.
The first retreat is today and
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957-5527

Pacific School of
Religion — educating
women and men at the
graduate level for
Christian ministry in the
church and elsewhere.
Write: Rev. Barbara Roche
Dean of Students
1798 Scenic Ave.
Berkeley, CA 94709
(415) 848-0528

/www

please contact COPA. Bannister Hall 107
phone: 946-2304
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Resumes, Term Papers, Thesis Delta Typing Service
3232 N. El Dorado St.
948-2583
Corner of El Dorado andAlpineWithin walking distance from
Campus.
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It's time for the annual telephone
campaign for financial support for
the scholarship fund, and the UOP
development office is looking for
student volunteers to help with the
telephoning.
In the drive, callers will be
asking for financial contributions
from UOP alumni for four
days a
week, for four weeks.
Twenty-one paid positions ate
available, including a position as
manager. For an interview, contact
Michele Wells in the alumni office,
3rd floor, Burns Tower or call 9462391.
Campaign hours beginning
Monday, March 5, are from 7 a.m. to
9 p.m. Monday through Thursday.

at these

Wanted: Student Workers to

/fhryj<3 &<3

urse in 10 days'"
hi can return
when the spl«"c

e

discrimination.

Avenue.

The seminar, which w ill be held
ill the ILi\moiul Common Room 1x4otii 3:00 and 4:30 p.m. beginning
March (i. is designed to help students
iliscmer "the special value ol their
own skills and experience.
The workshop will also teach
Uvhniqucs for job seeking, resume
wiling and inters icwing.
The instructor is Evelyn C.roeitlu, a carter planning s|x-eialist.
Enrollment is limited to 50
(Indents and registration is on a lirst
wane, first served basis. Register at
Anderson V ('.enter or the University
(enter Information Booth.
The program is lundetl by
ASUOP.

i the spleen.

cr

Reverse discrimination
(-PS — A federal court has ruled that
the University of North Carolina's ef
forts to make sure blacks and women
"re represented in student gover
nment
amount
to
reverse

summer vacation. A 1977 Roper poll
found that 78 percent of the nation's
18-to-29 year olds oppose mandatory
union memberships.
Legislation endorsing noncompulsory union membership was
first introduced in 1Q77
r.r.
sponsored by 18 Congressmen. Al
though proponents now claim a
broad base of support, it is largely
made up of conservatives, including
Young Republicans.
They do,
however, plan an elaborate campus
campaign aimed at marshalling sup
port for right-to-work laws that in
clude students.

will he present lo discuss various
topics, including the profession, the
curriculum and student life at UOP.
T here also will he guided tours of
the school and a series of miniseminars on a variety of subjects.
The program will begin 9:30
a.m. with registration at the School of
Pharmacy Rotunda, followed by
comments from Dr. Ivan W.
Rowland, dean of the school.
For more information contact
the UOP Admissions Office at 9462211.

planning.
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Beatlemania strikes San Francisco
N\ Jin- Annotti
r.u ituMii SI.iff W ritcr

Willi .1 soinesv li.it skeptical at
titude. 1 ventured In llic Orplioiini
Theatre in San Francisco last Saturil.i\ In see I In* stage production ol
"Beatlemania." 1 have alway been a
little nan of retrospective looks at
am thing, particular!)' music.
In
mam cases these looks back into the
past are merely commercial ventures
designed strictly for the financial
benefit of the promoters and
producers, with little or no concern
for the audience or, more importantly,
the artist.
Such has been the case with the
Beatles. The past four years have
brought with them more outright
capitalization
and
commer
cialization of the Beatles words and
music than existed during the lifespan
of the group. Record companies are
re-releasing singles and compiling
greatest hits and anthology albums.
A mvstical band called Klaatu was
pcrportcd to be the Beatles reunited.
And the" most preposterous of all the
grave robbers, Robert Stigwood, king
of the disco movies, casts Peter

Friday, March 2
~
m Retreat on the Delta
Newman Overnig
Gallery - Reg. Hrs.
Invitational Print x 1
. Grace Covell & Quad Dining Hall
IFC Cooperative Kusn sig* e

BE

"I la.m.-1 P'mHa"^hsitl^s- Univ. Ctr. Patio - 12 noon-4p.m
IFC Cooperative Rush Si^^ P ^ ^
_ &QQ & 9;0()^
ASUOP Film: T e
Woods Quartet - Conservat0rv
ASUOP Jazz Concert - rnii

Auditorium - 8:00 p.m.
Saturday, March 3

Monte Carlo Nigh. - Elbert Covell Dimng Hall & Great Hall. 9:00
fluence and inspiration of such
Frampton and the Bee Gee's in the
American artists as Elvis Presley,
movie version of "Sgt. Pepper's
Lonely Hearts Club Band.'" With ' Chuck Berry, and Buddy Holly—to
the break up of the band in 1969.
these guys on the loose who wouldn't
Through filmclips and newsreels
be skeptical!
the show puts the Beatles in perspec
Beatlemania is perhaps the one
tive within the 60s culture rather
production tht does not fall into the
than simply retrospective. It is an
"let's make money off the Beatles"
overview of an entire generation
syndrome. Beatlemania encompasses
rather than a promoters scheme to
the entire life of the group, from their
commercialize the past. The eminseption in 1961— based on the in

A Cappella Choir delights west coast audience
By Dale Johnson
Pacifican Staff Writer

Although the conservatory is of
ten a phy sical and social centerpiece
at UOP few people are aware that it
is the home of one of the nations
lincsl Collegiate A Capella choirs.
The) also don't realize that after 50
years ol existence it is the oldest such
organization on the west coast.
The choir's most recent perfor
mance closed a week long tour that
look them to Eugene, Portland, Seat
tle and Olympia where the) visited
the Olympia Brewer). Besides the
impromptu performance for the Ol\

executives the ensemble delighted
primarily community college and
high school audiences.
The home concert included a
varictv of magnificently performed
pieces including classical, lolk,
spiritual and pop. The. instant the en
semble began it was apparent that
their reputation and following has
been earned through hard work and
discipline. After hearing the first
series of classical pieces including
composers J.S. Bach, Brahms, Britten
and Buxtehude the audience could

(ABOUT TOWN )
UCB dancers
The Bay Area Repertory Dance
Theater, a vibrant young company of
dancers from the University of
California, Berkeley, will perform at
UOP in Long Theater on Friday,
March 9, at 9:00 p.m.
Admission is free to ASUOP card
holders and $1.00 for the general
public.
This dance troupe, under the
direction of Professor David Wood
has performed all over the Bay Area
and northern California.

Art show
"Figurative Statements," an in
vitational showing of prints,
drawings and sculpture with direct
reference to the human figure,
opened on Monday, February 26, as
the second exhibition in the Universit\ of the Pacific's Art Department
FOTAD (Friends of the Art Depar
tment) Gallery on campus.
Approximately 25 pieces by 1'2
Northern California artists comprise
the show. Art Department Chairman
Larry Walker said the exhibition
"will present not only variety in ap
proaches and use of materials, but
will clearly reveal a number of
stylistic and attitudinal directions
evident in contemporary art
statements."
Artists with work in the show in
clude Greg kondos from Sacramento
City College, Martin Camarata from
Stanislaus State College, Ruth Surdey
from Lodi and Raoul Mora from
Stockton.

Einstein
A UOP celebration of the 100th
anniversary of the birth of Albert
Einstein is planned for Wednesday,
March 14. Faculty from various dis
ciplines will present a modest sym
posium of several short generalinterest talks, and some of Einstein's
favorite music will be performed.
Dinner, an authentic Swiss buf
fet, will begin at 6:30 p.m. in the Ray
mond Great Hall; the symposium will
follow at 8:00. Food Service has set
up a special price of $5.00 per per
son. Students with campus meal
tickets will be charged only $ 1.00 ex
tra for service. Because of very
limited seating, and to facilitate
planning, reservations should be
made by calling University Food Ser-

CAC8JENEAI|

vice at 946-2531 by March 9.
In keeping with Einstein's own
broad range of personal concerns,
and in keeping with his impact upon
other areas as well as physics, the
program in intended to be nontechni
cal and of interest to students and fa
culty from all academic disciplines.
Faculty are encouraged to bring
spouses, students, and interested
friends with them.
Boyd Mathias, Neil Lark and
Paul Fairbrook are coordinating the
celebration. Other participants in
clude Academic Vice President Clif
ford Hand, Diane Borden, James Heffernan, Rabbi Bernard Rosenberg,
Carl Wulfman, and Arlen Lewis,
coneertmaster of the University Sym
phony.
Donna Reed is arranging a dis
play of Einstein materials in the Ir
ving Martin Library.
Faculty are urged to include rele
vant commentary on Einstein in their
classes on March 14.

Wind Ensemble
The spring tour of the University
of the Pacific Wind Ensemble will
begin next week and include concerts
in Fairfield, Danville, Palo Alto and
Santa Cruz.
Dr. C Dale Fjerstad of the UOP
Conservatory of Music faculty directs
the ensemble, which is comprised of
46 students who are mostly music
majors at the Conservatory.
A variety of works are planned
for the tour program, including
"Lincolnshire Posy" by Percy
Grainger, "Overture to the School for
Scandal" by Samuel Barber,
"Variants on a Mediaeval Tune" hv
Norman Dello Joio, and selections
from "The Wiz."

Monte Carlo
The University Center Program
Council will present Monte Carlo
Night on Saturday, March 3, at 8:30
p.m. in the Elbert Covell Dining Hall.
One dollar and fifty cents will
buy you $100.00 worth of gambling
chips. Dancing and refreshments will
be served. Prizes will be auctioned.

Concert in Rat
Singer Keith Metzger will per
form in the Rathskellar on Wednes
day, March 7, at 9:00 p.m.
Metzger, who also plays mellow
guitar, will be accompanied b>
guitarist Craig Swartz and harpisl
Tony Ho.
.

feel nothing but admiration and
respect for the director and ensemble.
The group then went further,
using their now appreciated talent to
perform more contemporary num
bers.
Four touching and other
comical folk tunes were included as
well as the romantic "London by
Night." This was followed by "He
Ain't Heavy" and a special treat,
"Daybreak" with some very en
joyable choreography by the whole
group.
A definite high point in the per
formance was "American Tune" of
Paul Simon fame. A Starland Vocal
Band arrangement was done to per
fection by Kevin Skiles, Tom Scott,
Ruth Pea body, and Laura Kakis.
An exciting and integral part of
the ensemble is director Dr. William
Denning whose experience and
technique is only surpassed by the
finished product, the music. The well
known conductor is requested as a
guest for many events nationwide
and has served as the state president
lor the American Choral Director's
Association.
The A Capella Choir's next home
performance will be sometime midspring and attendance is a must for
any music enthusiast. As with most
other performance organizations at
UOP, the A Capella Choir offers an
exciting and unsurpassed experience.

Curtains up
By Greg Morales
Pacifican Staff Writer

Within the next few months, a
wide range of theatrical styles,
comedies, dramas, and musicals will
be presented. From college produc
tions to high school productions,
from community productions to'
professional productions, the U.O.P.
student, besides having the oppor
tunity to choose the style of the
production, will also have the oppor
tunity of choosing the level of presen
tation. Various ticket prices, perfor
mance dates and theatre locations
give great flexibility to the U.O.P.
student...
Opening Productions...
Plaza Suite by Neil Simon, at
the pine Alley Theatre in Lodi.
Directed by Eileen Chaffee, this
comedy opens February 23 and per
formances will continue through
March 10. Box Office number, 3682965.
She Stoops to Conquer by
Oliver Goldsmith. Directed by Giles
Colahan, this period comedy opens at
Stockton Civic Theatre March 2 for a
four weekend run. Box Office num
ber, 463-6813.
Equus by Peter Shaffer.
Opening March 8, with performan
ces March 9, 10, 15, 16, and 17. This
drama will be presented by the UOP
Drama Department in the Studio
Theatre. Dr. Sy Kahn is the director*
The Wild Duck by Henrik Ib
sen. Performances are scheduled in
the Tillie Lewis Theatre at Delta
College. Under the direction of Rez
Heuschkel, this production will open
March 16 with performance through
March 25. Box Office number 9513816.

Drawing by Edmund Gelacio
phasis here is not solely on the Beatles
and their music but rather on the
changing
roles
they
played
throughout the 60s — that decade of
revolution that Americans are
fascinated by, or wish they could
forget.
The incredible group of David
Leon, Joe Curatolo, Rob Laufer, and
Ralph Castelli brings the Beatles back
to life. They look, play, and sing
hauntingly like the Fab Four. Their
performance is not a cheap imitation
of the Beatles; it is a well practiced
reproduction—one that flatters more
than mocks the Beatles. Beatlemania
is held over for another four weeks at
(he Orpheum Theatre.
For an
honest, open, and in the end tearful
look back at four men who shaped a
generation I highly recommend
taking this show in.

Grateful Dead
Oakland Coliseum
February 17, 1979
By Darren Damonte
Pacifican Staff Writer

Winterland it's not, but the Oak
land Coliseum may run a close sec
ond as a rock and roll concert
hall—at least in the hands of the
Grateful Dead, who played a benefit
concert there last Saturday night to a
capacity crowd of 30,000 Bay Area
fans.
For the Dead, whose last Bay
Area appearance was an all-nighter
at Winterland on New Year
Eve, the show was relatively short,
lasting a mere four hours including
one break. The band ran a perfun
ctory gamut of their most popular
"hits" from their latest album,
"Shakedown Street," spliced in with
some ol the old classics for which
the) are known and loved.
The result was a show that was
satisfactory, though not outstanding,
for both new fans and dyed-in-thewool "Dead Heads" from way back.
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Tuesday, March 6

Invitational Print Exhibit - U. Cen Gallery - Reg. 1 b s.
Invitational Print Exhibit - U. Cen. Gallery - Reg. 1 li s.
IFC Meeting - Grace Covell Terrace Room - 7:00 p.m.
Folk Dancing - Elbert Covell Centro - 7:00 p.m.
Jr. Viola Recital - Katie Johnk - Conservatory Auditorium - 7:00
p.m.
Stockton Opera Association - Gold Room - 7:30 p.m.
RAS Organ - Charles Schilling - Conservatory Auditorium - 8:15
p.m.
Wednesday, March 7
Rho Chi Spring Initiation
Invitational Print Exhibit - U. Cen Gallery - Reg. Hrs.
Alumni Fellows Day - Gold Room - 3:00 p.m.
Keith Metzger Concert - Rathskeller - 9:00 p.m.
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(his year plac;
ory °l '
111
I Itwo
V> ' ' 1prestigh
national critic
was featured
January 1 1 iss1
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an even wide
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Thursday, March 8
Invitational Print Exhibit - U. Cen. Gallery - Reg. Hrs.
UCPC Film - "Prelude to War" & "Hiroshima Mon Amour" I
Cen. Theatre - 7:30 & 10:00 p.m.
Drama Play - Equus - Studio Theatre - 8:00 p.m.
ASUOP Forum - Dr. Ross Terrill - China Today - Long Theater8:00 p.m.

The group was introduced bv
political activists Torn Hayden and
Jane Fonda, whose campaign for
Economic Democracy Task Force On Dave Wong's Chinese Restaurant is
Environmental Cancer picked up the
Restaurants
profit from the benefit show. The first
set lasted about an hour, with the
Dead appearing to be just warming
up with standard songs such as "High
By Darrell Quirici and Mark Hitman
T ime" and "Lazy Lightning."
Pacifican Staff Writers
After a forty-minute break, the
Tor 23 yea is Dave Wong has
band launched into the real meat of
been in the restaurant business, the
the evening. The second set included
last three of which have been spent
new songs ("I Need A Miracle,"
operating Dave Wong's Chinese
"Good Lovin'," "Sunlight") as well
Cuisine Restaurant. The corporate
as old ones ("Bertha," "Might As
owned restaurant is located at 5620
Well"). The highlight of the concert
North Pershing Avenue, just north of
came, however, when the group
Kobinhood Drive.
stretched out with a 45-minute
The restaurant was recently un
medley which included "Terrapin
der fire by a local newspaper for
Station," "Playing In The Band,"
ma.ntammg an unsanitary environ
"Sugar
Magnolia," and
the
ment. A complete tour of all (he
traditional percussion battle between
restaurant facilities disproved any
drummers Bill Kreutzman and
such accusations as everything was
Mickey Hart. Also worked into the
(- It an and well kept.
medley was a rendition of the new
A contemporary Chinese at
albums's title cut, "Shakedown
mosphere prevails in the dining secStreet," which was salvaged from theion of the restaurant. The tables and
mediocre quasi-disco sound of the
booths
are not crowded together so
studio recording to become a
righteous rocker and one of the best
tunes of the evening.
After only one encore (the Dead
have been known to come back three
customers such **
ligations to
or four times), the lights came up, the
audience stopped applauding, and
the show was over.
A number of factors combined to
make Saturday night's show little
Pride themselves inTerv
^
more than an average Grateful Dead
Chinese
performance. First, the size of the
PrePared
med^
meals are reasonable priced (r
Oakland Coliseum prohibits the kind
lr°m $3.75-$6.50 f„
( ang,nK
r an
of intimacy and rapport with the
average
meal) and a wide seC
r
audience for which the Dead are
available.to the patron.0" ° l<>W(l is
famous. There are no two ways
about it: Winterland was an ideal
ra"ge
from the stan^rd" Ch
home for the Dead, and now that it's
S"Ch " Ch°- Mei„, Sw«£V^
(See page 5, col. 4)
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Chinese food at its finest

~™'Z7ZZZ:7

Mi

Kimball

Pork, Fried Rice, and Fried Shrimp'1
more exotic dishes such as Beef
Cashew Nuts, French Fried
Cities'
Beans, Garlic Chicken, and du
liim JF"'
THe green beans and the chicken
. -N|iu
specialities of the house. Bon ApP6"
he eliac,
the famous gourmet magazine, rf(
, 1 he alb
tly requested Wong's recipe f°r
"Lot,
Chinese Salad.
Along with the fine resla"^ V "Sl til
there is a cocktail loungs
'X".Phone |
Chinese Deli. The cocktail I"""'
h«s a small bar with a few table*
suit the waiting and/or drink"'
customer. The deli serves fred1*'
prepared food as a most ilelig
iit
and wise alternative to the
#
known hamburger establish"*
AH items at the deli are take out
" an"
<>ller a good opportunity to |iri»K'
deh ii
hot meal back to camp is. The
»•-economically priced as a |HTS"" ';
Kct chicken and rice for $l*
Prawns, chicken and chow nie'n
$2.35, and several other I'
11
'"nations of 3 items ranging inP"
from $|.95 to $2.45.
L-IV"
Dave Wong's has a I urn ai»
ettu
menu as well as the dinner nu'i
Jul'
has banquet facilities to ace<[>m
lfl
up to fifty people. Manx em<to"
r
1
as a result ol regular patronag ,
known by the personnel on
piV
name basis, suggesting
dientel.
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The Warriors: street gangs and violence
By Scott Cherney
Pacifican Staff Writer
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jazz concert set for tonight
Saxophonist
Saxophonist

;30

Phil Woods and his
o headline a March 2 concert in
$ L,oP Conservatory of Music.

p.in

^K|s j.s also scheduled to give a free

AutliUt>r'urr»

|inicon Friday at 3 p.m. in the Long
Theatre-

TheUOP Jazz Band will open the

concertWoods,

who

began

his

Sessional career in 1954, has
i|etted three Grammy awards, and
forium

T H E W A R R I O R S , the first in a
iseries of street gang films scheduled,
to be released this year, is a taut,
violent exercise in the rites of passage.
Set in New York, the story con
cerns a street gang called The
Warriors who, after being framed for
the murder of a major gang chieftain,
attempt to fight their way through a
gauntlet of police, rival gangs, and
the groap responsible for the crime
before they can reach the safety of
their home turf on Coney Island.
Walter Hill, director and coscreenwriter (with David Shaber
from Sol Yurick's novel) of the film,'
. handles the material with a stoic,
almost melodramatic hand, which is
p "!Tco„perfectly suitable for a story of this
type, since it isn't meant to be a
realistic account of this juvenile
underworld.
His depiction of the
various gangs enters the film into the
o
j_ „ .
Brenda Boston on vocals"; "Studio
realm of surrealism at times. One
J", from the Toshiko Akiyoshi-Lew
group in particular appears wearing
Tabakin Big Band; and four originals
baseball uniforms and pseudo-KISS
by band director Kissane.
make-up while wielding Louisiana
UOP Opera and Orchestra
Director George Buckbee will sing an

Love
You Just
lust the
the Way
Wav You
Y™, Are.'
a™»
Love You
1 he saxophonist will appear with the
remainder of his quartet—Mike
Milello (piano), Bill Goodwin
(drums), and Steve Gilmore (bass.)
1 he UOP Jazz Band, under the
direction of lony Kissare, will open
the F riday night concert with the
theme from "Rocky" ("Gonna Fly
Now ), featuring Cody Christopher
on trumpet.

this year placed first in the alto sax
|air?()ry of Down Beat magazine's
polls, the inter
|rt prestigious

7:00

twluin - 8:15

national critics' and the readers'. He
,rtS featured on the cover of the
lanuarx 11 issue of that magazine.
Woods lias also become known to
„even
wider audience through his
a
Ion Billy Joel's recent pot hit "I

Other selections by the band will
include an arrangement by Tommy
Newsome of the Tonight Show Band
of "Frankie and Johnny"; Chuck
Mangione's "Feels So Good,"
featuring Greg Heltman on trumpet;
"Feelings" and "What 1 Did for
Love" (theme from the Broadway
musical "Chorus Line"), featuring

original adaptation by Stan Beckler,
chairman of the Conservatory's
Theory Dept. and resident composer

t
T*Q'l~4^Tll I
VX J. CI.
J. Lll.
-•

of an FIE. Cummings text, set for jazz
band. He will also perform "Danny
Boy."
The concert begins at 8 p.m.
Tickets are $5.00 for general ad
mission, $ 1.50 for UOP students.
Kissane has also indicated that
the UOP Jazz Band has completed
taping for a record album, which will
he on sale the night of the concert.

JL/63Q

Tips for international travel

(Cont. from page 4)
gone, a replacement must he found.
Another stumbling block for the
success ol the show was the fact that
it was put on not to make music, but
to make money, albeit lor a worthy
cause. Perhaps the hand loll less of
an obligation to the audience because
they were working for free.

Amour" • U.
v Professor David Burke
imih

Theater -

Between the energy crisis, the
umbling dollar and the fierce com•tition for world trade it becomes
inure and more important for
Americans to have some knowledge
«l the rest of the world. Languages
and travel will become increasingly
useful in getting a job even in fields
where lhe\ have little apparent ap
plication.
Most likeh, the best time a persin will ever have in one's lite to
travel is when he/she is a student. In
Hie first place, student travel can affeet what one studies and one s choice
"lacareer. In the second, as soon as
the need of earning a steady income

Warner Brothers
iy Edmund Gelacio

B) Kimball Coburn, Jr.

Pershing Ave

h it possible lor a

girl

Irom

Helena, Montana, to make it big in
'Bemusic world Untax? Well it max
vittte as ,i surprise but the answer is
!'ls

,nd Fried

St'"- "»*

And this girl is talented! She s
'''iglit, she's fresh, she's a natural.
"Bes Nieolette Larson! And she s not
'B'iiig too hail right noxx either. LarS"" w;is named Female Singer ol the
War in the 1978 Rolling Stone
'•ritics' Poll alu| her debut album

B'Bxl "Nieolette" is climbing its xvay
lilt! ii»''hKkT
| "llHie charts.
Bon API*
louxfrfCfnI he album begins xx ilh her smash
SinRlc "Lotta Love", xvritten by Neil

«*< •'
lull

fie

|oiings

and
l<nifl?c

W'mig. As 1 listened to the album for
first time, the soft xet poxverlul
s'A"phoiic

obtrudes itself one has neither the
time nor the money for anything
other than a brief vacation in a
foreign country.
Just now many of you are
relatively free to travel and if the cost
seems awful, you can probably
assemble it by begging, borrowing
and... It is rather a pity to go all the
way to the degree and then find out
that people who don't speak, say,
German or Japanese, needn't bother
applying for the job you wanted.
For a small campus, UOP offers
a surprising number of travel op
portunities and if you explore them
you will surely find one that suits
you.
The most useful form of travel is
me just right and 1 felt relaxed.
Nieolette has a voice that's clear
and pretty. She sounds so natural

Nieolette Larson

N.

and so happy.
Larson does a good variety of
songs.
She sings mellow rock,
rock'n'roll, country style, a little
nostalgia, some latin influenced
music, and a waltz.
The instrumentation is full and
the album is beautifully mixed. Her
hacking musicians are all excellent.
Artists like Mike McDonald ol the
Hoohic Brothers and Linda Honshu t
j()in in „„ some background vocals
with Larson. Rumor has it that Lddic
\ u. Halen is the mystery guitarist on
the song "Can't Get
^

11 Let

m e

Away From

close with this. I enjoyed

the album very much.
,1 v(,u like Nieolette s kind of
nulsk, get her album right away.

tunities.
There is also travel on one's oxvn.
ASUOP has a travel service which
can get you charter tickets and make
bookings etc. This can be either the
cheapest or the most expensive form
of travel depending on one's know
ledge and skill as a traveler. By and
large I wouldn't recommend it as a
first experinece unless you have
gathered enough information and are
very adaptable and level headed.
Not only are Americans a re
markable kindly and helpful people,
they are also quite homogeneous and
curious about strangers. In contrast,
in my experience in many parts ol
Europe people feel that foreigners
clutter up the scenery and constitute
an unwelcome intrusion upon daily
life.

lead into "Lotta Loxo" bit
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that xvhich offers prolonged residence
abroad, since it gives a chance to
really learn about the place you go to.
The drawbacks are that such
programs-use up a lot ol your time as
an unjdergraduate and may cut you
off from equally important xvork on
campus. Probably they are best lor
those who xvant a career xvhich
definitely requires foreign experience.
Raymond-Callison operates a
year long experience in Japan which
has been carefully designed to afford
the most varied possible experience of
study, xvork and residence. Covell
organizes study in Central America
and for those xvho need to go to
Europe, there are the various cam
puses of the I.E.S. Since it is ex
tremely difficult to get admitted to
Foreigh schools if one goes there all
by oneself, these are valuable oppor
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Sluggers.
Hill's version of New York
(glossily photographed by Andrew
Lazslo) is a fantasy world of night on
the verge of an almost certain
Apocalypse.
Its populace is
segregated by choice into costumed,
ritualistic cults. The street gangs are
only a part of this, for Hill has incor
porated this image to,include the
police and outside peer groups,
represented by two young couples in
formal attire who ride a subway train

i >1*'

u you want a job after graduation that .give,

,LW'f'1• ?£Z

medical and

e

'

md

paid
^'""' itedin personnel management,
and you are t
management,
financial manag^
stknce< we want
to talk ivith you.
STEVE PARK
U. S. N a v y
(916) 3 8 3 - 5 3 8 7

A third factor in the shoxv's
lackluster xvas the diversity of the
croxvd. Five thousand Dead Heads is
one thing; at such a concert, nearly
exeryone wants to hear Gratclul
Dead classics such as "Dark Star
and "St. Stephen.
But xvitli 30,000
fans on hand, many of whom know
the Dead only for their recent
material, the musical fare is xvatered
down to please the greatest number of
people possible, and the overall
quality of the concert suffers.
If Bill Grahan xvants to keep the
Dead Heads happy, he may just have
to reduce his astronomical prolit,
margin and find a smaller hall xvhere
both hand and audience can be more

during a date.
There is confusion concerning
the motivation behind the actions ol
the gang that committed the
assasination, resulting in being the
major fault of THE WARRIORS.
Hill passes them off as just a pack of
whimpy villians when they could
have posed more of a threat by being

spoils some scenes), and by oc
casionally cutting away from the ac:
tion to an unseen female disc jockey, /
whose on-air commentaries provides"
incentive for the gangs.
As well made as I feel T H E '
WARRIORS is, one thought con
tinues to nag me.
In order to make the film convin1
cing, The Warriors are placed in the
position of being the protagonists, (
and during the course of the picture,
you could find yourself rooting for
them, as I did in specific moments.
When (or if) The Warriors reach
Coney Island, what happens then?
Will they return to their previous an:
tics, which include theft, assault,
vandalism, etc.?
Take t h a t into consideration.

The Warriors' equals.
Its cinematic virtues overshadow
the faults, thankfully.
The un
derlying tension throughout the film
is enhanced by Barry DeVorzons
stinging synthesizer score, sharp
Editing (though an overuse of wipes

You don't
have to shop around.
Icelandic
has (he
best bargain
to Europe.

*295
roundtrip.

You've heard a lot about fares to Europe, but none of
them can compare with the one you've just found.
Icelandic s 14-45 day APEX fare from Chicago to
Luxembourg is just $295 roundtrip. Tickets must be booked
and paid for 30 days in advance. Fare subject to change.
No weekend surcharge.
You'll get free wine with your dinner, free cognac
afterwards and excellent friendly service all the way across
the Atlantic.
c
We'll take you to Luxembourg, nght mJthe heart of
Europe, where you'll be just hours away by train or car from
almost all of Europe's most famous landmarks.
Seats are limited, so don t
1 waste any more time hunting.
You've already found the
best bargain of them all.
See your travel agent or contact the Puffin nearest you. Or writeDept.
#C-396, IcelanSc Airlines, 18 S. Michigan Ave.. Chicago, IL60603.
Or call 800-555-1212 for the toll-free number in your area.
Please send me more information on:
• Low Cost Fares • European Tours • Alpine Ski Tours
NAMEADDRESS

comfortable.

_ZIP.

- STATE.

CITY-

—

ICELANDIC Jm

'tCELANDAIR

25 years of low air fares to Europe.

m

cAjugofwine...
cA loaf of bread
cAndThou.
Picture yourself in a company where people
like what they're doing and where they are.
A company where people openly enjoy each
other and work together toward common
goals. A company where people thrive on
action, professional freedom and excellent
resources.
Here the picture becomes Signetlcs. We're
one of the most experienced and broadest
based suppliers of integrated circuits in the
world. In a dynamic Industry legendary for
change, we have an unmatched record of
personnel retention. And that s one of the
reasons we continue to invest more and
more in our people's growth.
Signetlcs is a place where we can offer you
every opportunity to build your skills. The
way we look at it... If you look good, we look
good.
So, if you Ye about to graduate with a bach
elor's or master's degree In: Electronics or
Chemical Engineering: Physics. Chemistry,
Metallurgy; or Electronics or Industrial
Technology we encourage you to join us on
campus:

Tuesday,
March 6,1979
We'll talk with you about opportunities in
product, test, process and design engineer
ing, and quality and reliability assurance,
and give you some compelling reasons for
making the Good People Company the right
choice for your rewarding career.

For more information please visit your
Placement Office or write to Professional
Employment, Signetlcs, 811 East Arques
Avenue. Sunnyvale, CA 94086. We are an
equal opportunity employer m/f. Perma
nent residency visa required.

The Good People Company.

I
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For the fifth consecutive year South-West wins first place
By Kathi Turner
Pacific-all Staff Writer

,
Band Frolic, one of Pacific's
biggest annual events, out did itself
this year. The timing, the costumes,
the dancing and the singing were
superlative.
It is suitable that this show,
dedicated to the creator of the mad
ness and rehearsals that engulf the
University every February, was of
such quality.
There were 14 living groups en
tered, one of them—the University
Townhouses—for the lirst time. Each
skit showed thought, planning and
practice.
The narrator, this year as last,
was Jeanne Cangemi, a Conservators
student and conductor of SouthWest's orchestra.
The yearly controversy over
whether Alpha Kappa Lambda or
Archania should take first place in
the All-men category did not seem
nearly as intense as it has in the past.
Perhaps because the "fun" that is
supposed to be so indigenous to this
contest was deemed to be more im
portant than the winning of the first
place trophy.
Alpha Kappa Lambda, going
along with the prevailing view of
college students as beer guzzling,
bacchanalian revelers, created a skit
depicting the dullness of milk vis-a
vis the jollity and clean taste of beer.
, In "Beer, Glorious Beer," every
beer slogan known to America was
used in the dialogue, creating audien
ce identification and huge roars of
cheers from UOP students. (Probably
much to the consternation of their
parents.)
The finale, in which all cast
members danced, consisted of
everyone wearing T-shirts with the
glittery names of various beers on the
Iront. The singing was excellent, the
dancing well-coordinated. The beer
industry could not ask for a better
commercial.
Eiselen Mouse, which did their
lirst Band Frolic skit since they went
co-ed, dill a "Skit With No Name."
Seeking to convey the idea that
cheaters ail'd studiers can get along
.together, the skit unfortunately came
in last place in the mixed division.
Together, the entry had little
uohesiveness, but several individuals
turned in excellent performances.
Noel Kelly, who had a couple of
solos was a very impressive singer.
Hie musical arrangement was en
joyable and "DEVO" was a hit with
the audience.
Good guys versus the bad guys, a
perennial fiction plot feature, was the
topic ol Townhouses' story.
'Their first entry into Band Frolicdeserved a lot better treatment from
the judges than it got.
"Shout 1 (alleluia. Come on Get
I hippy!" was good!
Jay Sherrie, the narrator, with a
lack ol sell-consciousness and the
stage manner of a professional, added

>n the coed category

n

I

Alpha Kappa Lambda plt ads for "Beer, Glorious Beer

They d l d i t '.
rather

the hands of the judges: "They was
enormously to the production.
robbed!"
"The Taming of the Tower," put
Robbed of the third place they
on by John Ballantyne, may have
surety deserved, and coming in fourth
been a little bit mysterious to those in
after South-West, John Ballantyne,
the audience who are from outside
and Grace Covell.
the community, but the students of
Werner put on an excellent
UOP responded warmly and with
college version of a young woman
understanding.
who comes off the farm to UOP, and
It was a take-off on the day last
the fate that she suffers at the hand of
semester when Ray-Cal occupied the
bureaucracy, her R.A. and the
Tower for 24 hours.
Housing Office.
The skit, like many before it,
It is true that Marleta Warneke,
depicted Stan McCaffrey as a fool.
the freshman who played Dorothy
The cast made strong points with
Gail, carried almost the entire show,
the viewers when they pointed out
but she did it so professionally that
that the money to save Ray-Cal could
there could have been no room for
come out of the football program, the
criticism by anyone.
maintenance budget or the Events
Usually the singers who par
Center fund.
ticipate in Band Frolic are good but
Because they made fun of them
not really fantastic, aside from the
selves, as Ray-Cal students, and
showed that they knew that the rest of
rare Conservatory student who just
stuns the audience, but Casa Wer
the campus community has strange
ner's soloist silenced the audience
ideas about them, they received the
with awe more than anyone else in
empathy and the support of the en
thusiastic crowd.
the show possibly could have (except
for the A Cappella soloist from SouthThe two best numbers of the
West).
show were done by Bob Bejan, who
It was a well-appreciated and
played McCaffrey and sang "Stanley
produced entry and the people of
at Pacific" to the tune of
Casa Werner should congratulate
"Copaeabana," and by Ginger
themselves on the excellent job thev
l ulley, who sang about the loss of her
The Band Frolic point
did.
school to the tune of "I Don't Know
down is as follows. The total
How to Love Him" from "Jesus
possible was 144.
Grace Covell's idea of "PacificChrist Superstar."
All men category
Through The Ages," a skit that started
Archania relied on a skit formula
Alpha Kappa Lambda
in Egyptian times and ended in the
which won for them last year, but
Archania
present-"Disco Age," was thoroughly
took only second this time around.
entertaining and a "fun" sort of * Omega Phi Alpha
Lampooning politicians, and
presentation.
All women category
doing it well, seems to be their forte.
The audience could not help but
Delta Delta Delta
This year it was our own Governor
Delta Gamma
enjoy the performers when the per
Brown who got the shaft. The main
formers were so obviously' enjoying
Alpha Chi Omega
jibe to Brown came from the song
themselves.
Coed category
"II I Only Had A Clue," which came
A show-stopper number was
South-West
117.00
from guess which musical?
"Stan Tut," which was done to the
John Ballantyne
1 10.50
"Yankee Doodle," the finale, was
music of (who else but) Steve Martin.
Grace Cove
109.50
typical of the schmaltzy, emotion"Get Funk, Get Drunk, Flunk
tugging theatrics which politicians
Out," the closing number which
seem to specialize in, and was danced
represented the "Disco" age of
and sung well by the entire cast.
Pacific was, although poorly danced,
to take and pass finals. (Don't we all
Halleluia!
The
fiminist
well received by the audience.
wish we had the answer to that
movement has finally arrived in the
"Fantasy Campus," put on by
problem?)
sacred halls of Pacific and Sorority
Kappa Alpha Theta, the tale of two
Several Broadway show themes
Circle.
high school seniors desperately trying
were
used by the east, including
"Spread the News," by Alpha
to find a decent university and
"What
I Did for A's" adapted from
Chi Omega, if not exactly controver
hopefully turning to "Ms. Rourke" to
"A
Chorus
Line," and Tomorrow"
sial, was a well-done rendition of the
aid them in their search.
from
"Annie."
contrast between the lives of women
They go to a "rah-rah" football
The dancing was well planned
who have little or no outside interest
school, B.R.A.I.N Tech, and finally to
and executed; the singing was of a
in anything but soap operas and
UOP, where of course, they find the
professional calibre.
gossip, and those women who ha-ve a . campus and program of their fan
cause, a belief, a dream.
South-West's take off on "Musictasies.
Man" revolved around an attempt to
It has been said by a few that the
Lianne Silver, who plaved
get rid of some pornographic statues.
skit mocked women and especially
Rourke's midget sidekick, "Tutu,"
South did not want them and
feminists. That did not seem to be
stole the show.
true, although it is clear that all the
West
refused even to consider that
The audience reveled in her deep
intricacies and ideals of the
they
should
be responsible for the
voice, her bawdy sense of humor, and
"art."
movement could not possibly be con
her general portrayal of the part
veyed in the allotted 12 minutes.
To decide who should get the
played by Herve Villechaize in the
The show, happily, was full of
disagreeable task of disposing of the
television show.
dialogue and banter, and included
sculptures, a dance contest was
Unfortunately, none of it was
proposed.
the disembodied voice of a "Gloria
enough for Theta to secure a place in
Steinem." "Wanda," portrayed by
Therein lies the focus of the
the top three, and they won no
Anne Johnson as the woman who got
whole show. A minuet, a tango, a
trophy.
"The News," was very well done, as
rock-and-roll number, and a disco
Tri-Delta's first-place winning
was the whole show.
dance
all followed, with each wing of
entry was- deserving of any and all
There is only one comment that
the
dorm
trying to outdo the other.
acclaim it received.
could possibly suffice for the fate
The dancing was the best of the
The plot revolved around an at
that Casa Werner's entry suffered at
entire Band Frolic, save that of Alpha
tempt by "Annie" to find an easy way

,
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dominated con
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At Logan,
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Ags at the ha

brick wall," ai

Marleta Warneke, of Casa Werner, spellbounded the
with her singing talent
Kappa Lambda, and something on
which South-West bases their entries
year after year. If the formula works.
keep using it!
• One good thing about Band
Frolic is that it shows off talents that
one would never suspect were there
It is always pleasurable and sur
prising to see someone who passes
you everyday in the dining hall up on
•stage acting totally unlike him or her-

Jn this instance, Donnie Moore
football quarterback, turned out to
an landing dancer, as was his
partner, Tojo Iwata.

P'r «*>•*« ™try
by
by Delta Gamma, based roughly on

McCaffrey made another
pearance as the hero r
i

b? S'""who had to
hm'""
from the clutches ol ,
l"e ('vil Ll,ke.
Several „{"Ze
—
sorority niembe

portrayed saloon girls who <Ian
Buffalo Gals, which was an
enjoyable anil well-done f
Omega Phi Alpha, which
the past been a consistent third-J
winner, got the shaft when the)
to win second place this ycar
received third again.
The medieval story ,
who loves Lady Halibut, hut ®
compete for her against Sir Ga>
was told very well by Merlin
Magician and acted out w'tb
cerity and believability by a11
cast.
|
4—
Probably the high point 0 ,
''•aturdav night show was when
*
and• -ipf
z'P j
Halibut's dress strap •»*"

broke and she clutched the
to her hairy chest while Robin S l "
her.
/hole
&
1 he surprise of the w
Sig""
F rolio vvas the show put on by
Alpha Epsilon.
(cont. back page. col. 4)
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sports

if jean

jgers take league
ead for PCAA tourney
,

Kevin Bartrani
rt* L'Jilitv
Sp».....
Editot

t|),Coach

Stan Morrison.
\ VP
...
..
i
made some unbelievable

coach, Stan
been named Northern
has
Coacli-of-the-Year by the
.lifornia sportswriters
ead

basketball

r|,asters.
, m has a cumulative 97-87
/' veh seasons as head coach
V[[(, guided the Tigers to an
<rd,n 1978-79.
ference Carney and Ron
sVere also honored as both
ed h> the second all-

to.

ijicv di'1 it!

. .
ther inauspicious fashion,
'' wrapped up the Pacific
Athletic- Association Cham,. jn losing to Utah State last

k a®01*' P'ace f' resno State•rt:s'only late season challenger
^ ,|(K)rmat San Jose State the
Ilfeveningafter

taking the downer in
yy. to Utah State, UOP got a
S"i pick-up when they heard about
"" irtan victory, to assure the lea
n's not over yet though. Now it's
Anaheim for the PCAA tourna-

, March 1-3. The Tigers, seeded
rone, will meet UC-lrvine (the
freight seetl) to start the tourtournament, once a team
out of contention. The
(iiner will go on to the NCAA
Oumpionships.
Beside*! the 84-77 loss to the
^es, the Tigers defeated San Jose
in a free-throw
y.|P' 96-84
minate(l contest, to end league play
,112-2. Pacific was 16-10 overall.
At Logan, Utah, the Tigers had
altitude problems. UOP led the
IJf at the half. 43-36, but, "hit a
Lick wall," according to head coach
i the

(SJthey're

;ir?

*

halt aKlplay-

at a high emotional level "
Morrison stated after the game. "In
the second 1 "
toot tt 7 '.la"'
high pressure
® .! he TiSers aren't used to
P'ay ing ball in the mountains) and it
was like running into a wall."
I he Tiger mentor continued, "I
guess justice was served in the motel
parking lot after the game when we
heard that Fresno had been defeat
ed. '

"California team.
s are No. 1
yflP HoopSter

1

S

UOP did out-rebound the Ags

48-34, as
QC \A7
1,1
|| 1 12
• and.
Waldron
grabbed

Scott McGlaughlin added 10.
In the San Jose State contest UOP
played well but won on their freethrows.
There were 63 fouls called in the
game as UOP shot 51 times from the
line, hitting on 42 (a sc! ool record).
1 he Spartans shot 25 times from the
free-throw line.
As the Tigers entered the game
with a 71 per cent accuracy mark on
free-throws (the PCAA leaders), the
Spartans didn't have much of a chance.
"1 was happy about the win to
finish the season," remarked coach
TIGER MATT WALDRON tries in vain to stop Titan shot in UOP victory over
Morrison.
Fullerton State^
Carney led the Tigers with 21
and the PCAA
points, in his final regular-season
with UC-lrvine which is really not the league season
league performance. Billy Bryant, in
much of an advantage as we're tournament."
The Tigers, though they made it
jured Matt McGuire's replacement,
playing in their home territory. We'll
through the pre-season rather unsuc
added 19 points.
work hard."
cessfully, surprised the rest of the
McGuire, who leads the PCAA in
Morrison went on," Anyone can
league during the regular season.
free-throw percentage, will be win — Fullerton proved that last
"Their performance is a reflec
available during the tournament, but
year. It's wide open."
tion on their characters as people,
As much of the Tigers success
Bryant will start.
Morrison commented. "They started
So now the Tigers head for was at home, Morrison has something
nervously and gained confidence as
Anaheim and, hopefully, three days to say on the hometown fans," As the
they went along — a very difficult
team gained momentum, so did the
of stiff competition.
thing to do."
"We're very optimistic and very
fans — especially the students.
"I'm really happy for the statt at
liFor possibly the first time at
realistic (about the tournament),"
UOP
and for the players," said the
coach Morrison remarked. "We start
this school, the tans aroused the
Tiger head coach." The staff put in
team," Morrison pointed out.
At
hours of work and the players put in a
larger schools, the fans help the team
great amount of time.
this way."
"They deserve all they get.
Morrison was quoted earlier in
Now its on to Anaheim where the
the year as saying, "There are three
££5 ™o„-«h: P—on,
Tigers will once more face destiny.

the aiiclienc®
who danced t°
an especial')

as

nr feature)
"which has m
lr.it third-pla*
vhen they fa'k"
this year an

Robin *»ng

Head Coach Cordon Collet u ai •
Long Beach State with the men
loi|m for the PCAA Championships.
V'h
hoping the Tigers an
more successful than the women
dimmers were in making national

year."
The Tigers return home on March
ch 25 to face UC-Berkeley. All game
times are 1:00 p.in.

Women hoopsters
wind-up dismal
season
Pacific finished up a long, frus
trating season (6-18 overall) with a
Northern California Athletic Con
ference home game with USF Febru
ary 27.
The Tigers got off to a good start
as the season began, winning four of
their first five contests.
But the
teams lack of players (nine made up
the squad) and shooting depth took its
toll as UOP fought through 11 con
ference games without a win.
Both of Pacific's sophomore for
wards have been shooting in double
figures throughout the season, but the
high scoring ended there.
Karen
Peets is averaging 18 points and 13
rebounds a game while Sonja Monroe
is averaging 16 points and 10 re
bounds.
Freshman Michelle McDonald
came off the bench to be a needed
contributor by the end of the season.
The 5-foot-11 center has been
averaging 8 points and 6 rebounds a

Wilving standards.
It was a combination o
't>a|n not jelling and the time

,
sta

,17M >'fall,yrtg

New Raider
coach is exUOP standout
By Kevin Bartrani
Pacifican Sports Editor

Newly appointed Oakland
Raider head coach Tom Flores quarterbacked the COP Tigers in 1956 and
1957, setting many records and ear
ning two letters in the process.
Flores has been an assistant
coach with Oakland for the past
several years. Prior to that he played
for Oakland (1960-61, 1963-66), Kan
sas City and Buffalo. He is presently
taking over for John Madden who
retired shortly after the 1978 season
ended.
In 1956, Flores led the Tigers to a
6-3-1 record and was ranked eighth in
the nation in passing and fourth in
total offense. In 1957, while COP
ran up a 5-3-2 record, the Tiger Quar
ter-back was sixth in the nation in.
passing.
Flores won the Eddie Lebaron
award for Outstanding Scholarship at
COP in 1958.
The Tiger alumnus was known as
a very accurate passer as he set the ac
curacy record for a single game when
he completed 12 of 14 tosses in the
1956 San Jose State contest. His
career passing record shows that he
completed 156 of 311 passes which
ranks hint second on all-time COPUOP lists.
The then-COP quarterback was
responsible for 18 touchdowns in
1956 as he scored 7 and threw for 11 -

lor

,<>r rr-v*'ai pu,sbur8h

KUOP to air new sports show
By Kevin Bartram

Golfers in 25-team tourney

2r?#

ford.
"At least we'll be on natural
grass again," cited Zapman.
Pacific is led by Knox and Dea
Johnson who each played in the Cali
fornia College all-star game in 1978.
And according to Knox, "We have
improved a lot as a team since last

ATHLETE OF THE WEEK

Men attempt to ket*er
women's swimming i

col-

Watch out for exciting tennis this
Friday, Saturday and Sunday when
UOP's men's tennis team, 2-0 in of
ficial play, meet Santa Clara,
Nevada-Reno and UC Riverside,
respectively.
Coach Graham said, "None of
these teams our out of our league so
we should be able to stay with them.
It will definitely be our toughest test
of the year and playing three matches
in three days may be physically
grueling. We also play Riverside
later this year so I'm glad we are
playing them now."
The women's team will also be
playing Riverside on Sunday and will
travel to Foothill on Monday.

reaching second base on an infield
error. Second baseman Steve Green
Persistent rain continued to play
followed with a grounder that the Cal
havoc to the UOP baseball team last
shortstop could barely handle and
week
The Tigers had previously
Brzezinski advanced to third base.
gained momentum from beating
Tiger third baseman Stan Rogers then
game.
Sacramento State and USF in a Feb.
hit a sacrifice fly to center field to
10 doubleheader only to see the post
score Brzezinski from third.
ponement of five games and the for
The Tigers added four more runs
cing of three separately scheduled
in the fourth inning.
Leftfielder
games against Nevada-Reno into a
Greg Plant walked to lead off and
tripleheader. The Tigers proceeded
was moved to third base by catcher
to lose all three games to NevadaWalt Poole's drive off the left field
Reno but bounced back on a mont
wall. Designated hitter Will Lymos
closing game to defeat the California
then grounded a ball cleanly through
the shortstop's legs to score two runs.
Btdj'h 6
UN-Reno
Wolfpack
e
Rightfielder Michael Jackson bunted
squelched UOP in the tripleheader,
Lymos to second and both runners
limiting Tiger hitters to only e.ghteen
advanced a bag on an errant throw
hits all day. Rich Leahy pitched the
by the Cal third baseman. Steve
full nine innings of the opener and
Green sacrificed Lymos across the
, was charged with the 4-1 loss. Dan
plate and Jackson to third base on a
Swanson hurled 6V4 innings in he
sacrifice fly. Then Stan Rogers closed
second game and suffered the
the scoring in the inning with an RBI
setback. Dave Bevilaqua received
line drive to center. Rogers wound up
credit for the 7-0 nightcap defeat in
with four ribbies on the day.
which Tiger hitters supported h.m
'"'Ihe tirsOOne ever I've tee"
On Friday, the Tigers host the St.
with but five base hits.
Mary's Gaels in a 3:00 contest at
On
un one
uuc of
ui the first sunny
. days of
Billy Hebert Park. On Saturday UOP
nationals.
Tasnady's time
the year, Greg Unger, with relief help
travels to Moraga to play a
Sophomor
d breaststroke
from Howie Detmar, surrendered
doubleheader against the Gaels. On
in the 100 adn
^
enough to
only six runs to the powerful Califor
March 6, the Tigers will travel to
nia Bears. The Tigers held the lead
Stanislaus
State and the following
travel to uic
throughout the game.
day
will
play
a doubleheader at San
March 15-1 •
Shortstop Rob Brzezinski led oil
ta Clara.
UOP's half of the first inning by

bv a

11id
wholt' Bf
SiS^"
on by

After an impressive opening
season 6-5 victory over Santa Clara,
University of the Pacific s lacrosse
team stumbled against UC Davis and
Cal to drop two in a row.
In the 8-7 loss to the Aggies, Pa
cific managed to blow a 5-3 inter
mission and third quarter lead. Cal
blew UOP away, 16-3 as Pacific had
to play on an unfamiliar artificialturf field. UOP was not equipped for

By Greg Smith

Pacifican Sports Writer

, ,11 of""

Pacifican Sports Writer

the turf as special shoes were neeessary to get proper traction.
Against the Aggies, Pacilic re
ceived a strong offensive performan
ce from Henry O'Dougherty who
scored three goals.
Team captain Bob Knox praised
O'Dougherty, "Henry is fast, has
great endurance and has good know
ledge of the game."
Pacific also received strong per
formances from Will Nicholson who
scored two goals and Greg Zapman
and Jim Geller who scored on a piece.
The Tigers will take their 1-2 re
cord on the road to meet 1978 league
champion UC-Santa Barbara at Stan

Pacifican Sports Writer

r»
i avpnstein
By_. Bob Lavenstein

>ry of
hut. but i"ust
r.... One,
it Sir Gay
he
>V Merh" <
in
out Wlith * '

By Jim Escobedo

Three weekend
matches for
netters

Against the Aggies, the Tigers re
ceived only five points from the.
eagues fifth leading scorer (16 3
points per game), Terence Carney.
Ron Cornelius scored 22 and Matt
Waldron added 18 but that was not
quite enough.

Weekend series dropped
by drenched Tigers
;

UOP lacrosse team
drops two in a row

IVUVJllv

of the-Year"
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„c UOP's forte on
continues as UOP
, another
San Jose,
course after
,ith a 38-34-72 total
The Tigers take a swing south for
with UC Davis and
| 25rteam Pacific lntercollcg'at
01f'
play
in a play°
Elkhorn
''Urlament at Riverside Marc 1
•
jmen to State a transfer from
SacramentoEvans
;h<' two-day event is hosted by Lu '
)im fnkr College, topped
lert«n State.
,th
Canatia finish with an impressive
.. Pacific's next competition u>%s
Rovvse s i""'
,. j() |ead the Tigers
K San Joaquin County l>ros ' ^
two-under par'
wjn ()Ver Sacrafcdav iffl
ur at
at Elkhorn Country. an 11 P°int !. , 1C Davis (392).
(;Lil)\(,
icandUCDav,
arch 16.
f r*>m
mcnto
sophomore
Jim Rows**, <

»y;:

Pacifican Sports Editor|

A New sports-oriented radio callshow
will begin March 7 on
in
KUOP, 91.3 FM.
Jeff Jardine, ex-Pacifican sports
editor will host the show which will
run every Wednesday evening from 8
to 9

The first 15 minutes of the program ill center on sports news and

sports features while the last three
quarters will consist of a themeoriented listener call-in discussion
with a sports celebrity.
New UOP head football coach
Bob Toledo will be the initial pro
gram's guest with Tom Ford, director
of the Pacific Athletic Fund lined up
for the March 14 program.
The numbers to call to air opi
nions are 946-2428 or 946-2429.

SCOTT
MCLAUGHLIN
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Question: Would you ever donate
money to UOP?
BUT, BVCCD, I SHALL
Mastaneh
Afkham
Ebrahimi
(Sophomore, COP): No...because I'm
foreign...I've already paid enough

EEHAIM HUMBLE Ak)D
PUlSEIi, fdBJEETHELESS

money.

lets hpud
TVtE UOHtUTV, VOvJlE.
\bofee B3IMEK1HQ
„ THE toeavAQoes!

A

depends to some ext^ UP
from;
part of the plant the buds comeJ
the better buds com.ngfromth
P
producing the most desirable effect
For you real connoisseurs t
SYM suggests that you gently break

Drink of the weelj
Orange Blossom

upyo^udsln,or«b^^n
saute in butter until they are ui
axid crfcsp. then carefully dab in honey

2-3 jiggers dry gin

to tast and eat.

Bob Rectenwald (fifth year. School of
Engineering): I guess so...hopefully
I'd he rich enough...for tax deduc
tions, but I'd specify what the money
went to.

This one is called an 0ra
^
Blossom. Try it and see. As,j A l t | T |
vitamin C packed drink loosens J |ll^*
up, you too will blossom socially
What is
Just stir the gin and orange juice^
blue tenn
and strain into: a chilled glass *ears

I know...for those who want to know
By Thomas Anthony, P.H.D.

Jim Geller (Senior, RaytnondCallison): Yes I would donate money
to reinstate another college with
ideologies like Raymond-Callison.

Rob Knox (Senior, COP): Probably
not because l have no loyalty to the
school. I don't think you get your
money's worth but if they would give
111c a Ph. D., 1 might change my
mind.

Dear Doctor Anthony: I feel
alone. I think of myself as a planet
and people come into my orbit oc
casionally, but most of the time I am
alone on my planet. I'm a unity in
myself but I'm empty. I can't cope
with life and I think I'm going to end
it all. Help.
? ? ?
Hey there fellow, grab a hold of
yourself. If you are alone on your
planet maybe you should get in touch
with NASA. Just kidding, a small
professional joke.
Seriously, what you have to do is
realize you are a good person. But
many people have trouble finding
that goodness inside; it stays lost, and
is never found
What you need is some

professional help. Read on. I know
you're a mixed up individual, so
don't confuse right with wrong.
? ? ?
But don't feel alone, there are lots
of people on this planet, earth, pot
yours, that feel like ending it all but
please don't, there are alternatives.
In fact, enroll now in Doctor An
thony's
revolutionary
suicide
reducing class so that can reduce
your suicide attempts by 90 %.
This same course has been taking
by more than one million people and
has been held in such prestigious
places as the White House, the Pen
tagon, and Cleveland, Ohio.
In fact, three former presidents
required their advisors to enroll in
this class. This course is also offered
all over the world, except in Japan.

The Plant Doctor
Frank Salazar (first year, School of
Pharmacy): No I wouldn't. Our
tuition is enough. UOP doesn't need
any more money, but to the School of
Pharmacy I would—that's my
profession and I'd like to see it per
petuated—but they don't need money
either. They've got everything.

Dean Butler (Senior, COP): Yes 1
would because after four years there's
some value in perpetuating and
promoting this place. 1 don't want to
graduate from a college that goes un
der in 10 years.

Suzanne Horenstein (Freshman,
Raymond-Callison):
I'd donate
money to Ray-Cal...it deserves it. It's
a great place.

Rick Brew (Senior, RaymondCallison): 1 wouldn't give the ad
ministration any more of my money,
hut to Raymond-Callison College I'll
have to stick true...various intellectu
and sensual pursuits I'd he
willing to finance.

is Dr. Dale McNeal
shell-like houses on leathery leaved
Several people have asked me
plants like rubber plants. They are
recently about "sick" plants. Their
small sucking insects protected under
descriptions indicate that the
a hard tan, Brown, black or white
problems are insect pests of various
shell giving the appearance of a scale
types.
as the name implies.
Today I'd like to describe a few
The most common and irritating
symptoms of these infestations and
of house plants are Mealybugs. These
the insects which cause them, and
are slow-moving pinkish-white, softnext week I"U consider what to do
bodied crawlers with many leg-like
about them.
filaments covered with a powderyWith the best of care—someday
waxy substance which tends to
some troublesome insects will ap
prevent penetration of insecticides
pear as if from nowhere and try to
other than hydrocarbons to their
make a living from your house plants.
bodies.
They will bore into the vascular
Mealybugs are usually found in
system of the plant and suck its juice,
the angle between leaves and stems or
stunt tender new growth and
under the leaf near the ribs. They live
sometimes even eat the leaves.
by siphoning the sap and cause
Growth eventually will be deformed
deformation of leaves and hud drop
and infested plants lose their vigor
on flowering house plants.
and look "sick."
Finally, there are White Flies
Near warm radiators or in drafty
which
can
be
persistently
areas Red Spider Mites will usually
troublesome.
be the first insects that show up.
Adults are moth-like in ap
As the name implies, these are
pearance and about a sixteenth of an
minute spider-like insects which can
inch long and covered with a waxy
only he seen with a magnifying glass.
powder.
They usually live on the underside of
They take flight when disturbed
leaves where they spin visible webs.
and hence are fairly easily visible.
They reproduce rapidly trom
They suck juices from the undersides
small clear pin-point sized eggs.
of the leaves and secrete a sugary
They, cause speckling, discoloration
exudated which gives rise to a sooty
and eventually deformation of the
appearing mold on the surfaces of the
leaves.
leaves.
Scales are likely to build their

f ro t n

1 jigger orange juice

(
Powdered Sugar or Sugar Syrupm, Bird
Nutr' •Bir '
be added if desired. Settle in at(
II 1"
•dents wi
prepare to greet the springtime sin
Man
l,Manning . ,
blg
style.
jce celebrat
Serv"
vVet'k.

(We just can't seem to break those
Kamikaze Pilots, or the Han-Kan
syndrome.)
There will be a free introductory
offer this Saturday and Sunday on the
top floor of the Geronemoe Inn in
which vou will be able to reduce your
suicide attempts by 50%.
lhats
right, 50%, and it's absolutely free.
And, if you do decide to enroll in
my revolutionary suicide reducing
class I will show you such techniques
as; "Everyone put your right hand
on your left shoulder, squeeze and

The Pl,rPt>!

Id student

ATTENTION:
PHARMACY STUDENTS

ONE FULL YEAR'S]

feel the power that you hold.
"Then, put your left hand in your
right hip pocket and give me your

?

?

Thanks for those cards and letters, especially you for today s
problem Ann Ziaty (oops sorrv for
mentioning your name. Gh well.)
Keep those problems up and send
them to me:
I Know
Pacifican
3rd floor, North Hall
Campus Mail

FREE

Einst

SUBSCRIPTION

• ' ;\ univiTsi

Planning
Ahead

wallet.
"Tell yourself you are a good
person. You don't need Reverend
Moonie. You don't need EST. You
just need $500 and Doctor Anthony
can be your man."
So don't delay. Don't be a dead
beat...enroll now.

?

lhc h

haveSheri Hen«
i-s e(
1
Dictionian

A monthly newsletter of
financial news and ideas!
Mail this coupon to:
Planning Ahead
41 Yokuts Suite 212
Stockton, CA 95207
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Albert Einstein
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Name: Address:
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[^jYes, I want one years
subscription to Planning Ahead
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Monte Carlo Night
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March 2
Raymond Common Room
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Dead Utters
By Tom Willie

Semi Formal Dress required
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UOP debaters go to nationals

K

By Sara Dyer
Pacifican Staff Writer

week
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blue tennis shoes? It's Nutri'"sutri-Bird is the Mascot that
,nts will become familiar with
winning March 4 as UOP's Food
^celebrates National Nutrition
#<ek.
The purpose of this week is to
,|iP students aware of good
iritional habits and how they can
npnuc the habits that they now
b*e.
^t,rj Henderson Food Service
U1 what
vv,,m
!'i"i is concerned °""
kiian
about
pji'lk

She added that each of these food
groups are served daily during meals
in the dining halls.
"Snacking is a time when all tend
to eat unhealthy food," Henderson
said She suggests raisins, fresh fruit,
vegetables, yogurt, cheese and
crackers and popcorn as good snacks.
"Most of these are expensive, hut in
the long run it will be worth it," she
added.
Food service organizers hope
students will be aware of posters and
table tents for hints on healthy eating
ideas. "It is much easier to develop
better eating habits now than later on
in life," Henderson said.

Four UOP students qualified
recently for the National Individual
Events Speech Tournament by win
ning events at a tourney held here.
The students are Diana Daven
port, Melinda McMullen, Virginia
Mitchell and Tom Tesluk.
Davenport qualified in two events,
communication analysis in which she
applied rhetorical theory using Jesse
Jackson 'as her topic, and in per
suasive speech with a talk on saving
baby seals.
McMullen took second place in
the oratory division with a speech on
organ donations, and Mitchell took
second in impromptu speech.
Speaking on current political
events, Tesluk took a third place
trophy in extemporaneous speech.
The UOP forensic team placed
fifth in the overall sweepstakes com
petition out of 13 schools.
Other UOP competitors at the
Feb. 16 and 17 tourney were Mike
Thornburg, who went to finals in
three events including impromptu,
extemporaneous antl expository
speech; Dean Glouster and Jay
Cherrie, who both competed in after
dinner speaking; Bill Gleeson, who
went to semi-finals in poetry inter
pretation; Tom Williard, who com
peted in prose interpretation; C'.ail
Thornburg, who competed in ex

jIM Einstein.
I'.K'itlh from various disciplines
mil present a modest symposium of
„fra| short general-interest talks,
jinlsoim*of Einstein's favorite music
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Guys 'n Dolls
"Got it all"

TODAY!!
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University Book Store
University Center • Stockton, CA 95211 • (2091 946-2329

MANAGEMENT
POSITIONS
AVAILABLE IN
Business Administration
Nuclear Engineering
Aviation
Personnel Management
GOOD BENEFITS,
ADVANCEMENT AND
EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITIES

Vincent, one last statement, "There is no doubt in my mind that ASUOl
can he a first class organization if handled properly. If you believe in ASUOP
elect Vincent Bernard Orange. President ol ASUOP March 6 and 7.
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College-Hi has Levi's For LessI Men's denim
and cord regular hells

NOW $11.99
Men's denim and cord big hells
NOW $18.99
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Men's three-piece suits by Angel's Flight in
the styles that started it all. In just about every
color you can think of. For the first time ever,
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["r financial support.
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1 lis replies were as follows:
"Martin Burt is a nice guy hut, earlier this year he resigned from the office
of 'The Director of Forum on National Priorities.' " The question that cometo my mind is "Will he he around to serve the students well for the prescribed
time of his office."
"Rod Key has the key to the wrong lock."
"Lori Kennedy means well hut she is very individualistic. I don t think
she'll ever see the total picture of ASUOP."
"Baynes Bank needs time to grow with ASUOP."

Classifieds

p.P1

$2.36

For four years, Vincent Bernard Orange has been serving the students of
the University of the Pacific. His services have been above and beyond the call
of duty, as we all can attest to. He is a very energetic and persistent in
dividual. Have you seen him today? He's always running around campus get
ting things done. If it isn't the Homecoming Queen Gontest, it's the Graduate
Record, Yearbook, helping his brothers in Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity, Inc.
setting up public speaking tours for the students, putting together the
Homecoming Bally, playing football for the "Tigers," serving on various
committees, tutoring UOP's budding accountants, promoting dances, raffles.a
and student government...the list goes on! Mr. Orange certainly has to he a
dedicated individual to his work. 1 might add, it shows in the succe.ssfulness of
his endeavors. The man is also academically sound.
In our interview, 1 asked Vincent about his opinions of his running mate

Barber-Beauty Salon & Boutique
1415 Rosemarie Lane Suite A
'/2 BLK off Pershing behind 7-11 store.
Phone: 477-9388

sd

Speciaf Price

"Only the truth can set you tree"

St. Patrick's Special
Guys
Hairstyles
S6.50
(reg $10 & up)

J. R. R /Tolkien

Vincent Bernard Orange ASUOP President

478-2450
Budget Payments
DUTCHER INSURANCE Agency
4600 No. Pershing Avenue
2 blocks Irom campus
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AMERICA SiBESTSELLER!

0»i MiUIOtt SOLD IN HABOCOVtR'

FOR FURTHER INFOR
MATION call Steve Park
collect U.S. Navy 916-3835387.

aiming Ahead.

sents

nament.
Davenport had already
qualified before the UOP tourney un
der the latter rule.
"1 have never known a more
dedicated, talented, more harder
working Individual Events team than
UOP has this year," said Individual
Events Coach Susan Cust.

The STLMAIULLIO\
Now in PAPERBACK

Dinner, an authentic Swiss buffet
will begin at 6:30 p.m. in the
Raymond Great Hall.
The sym
posium will follow at 8.
I he cost is $5.00 per person,
$ 1.00 lor students with meal tickets.
Reservations should he made by
calling 946-253 1 by March 9.

Are Your
AUTO
INSURANCE
COSTS
TOO HIGH?

A 95207

ries

pository speech; Matt Kaestner, who
competed in extemporaneous and
impromptu divisions.
To qualify for the national tour
ney, students had to win a first,
second or third place at the UOP
tournament or obtain a first, second
or third at three separate tourneys
previous to the qualifying tour

will he performed.

wsletter of
I and ideas!
kiii to:
head
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one

campus this week

[jnstein buffet March 14
\ iiniversitv-wulc celebration is
Jaiinetlf»»r March 14 in honor of the
Htli ;inni\crsar\ of tile birth of

tiing
ad

it

port, Tom Tesluk and Melinda McMullen

UOP students eat. "I think that our
students have a tendency to eat too
well, she said. "They seem to drink
a lot of sodas and eat a lot of breads
and bake shop items," she conitnued.
"the most important things about
eating is to not over-do in one area."
As Nutrition Week gets under
way UOP Food Service will advise
students about foods that are
beneficial to eat. "Of course the
basic tour food groups are impor
tant," Henderson said.
"Fruits,
vegetables, milk, and meat shou|ld be
part of
the daily diet.
diet."
a pari
01 tne
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College-Hi for Gals has denim jeans just for you!
Straight and flare leg bottoms available.

NOW $14.99

\

For over 50 years, we've kept your neighbors
covered with the latest trends ... Now we've got
you covered, Stockton. Say hello to College-Hi!

College-Hi Shops
"FOR GUYS AND GALS" •

College-Hi Shop S308 Pacific Avenue 987-1890

* Don't miss our live remote on Saturday, March 3rd,
noon to 3PM
• Register for FREE merchandise giveaways to he
given away Saturday, March 3rd
e FREE "Say Hello to College-Hi" posters, t-shirts and
flyers while they last
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Friedan: 'The battle isn't over
By Sharon Fox
Pacifican Kditor-in-chief

Betty Friedan, founder of the
National Organization for Women,
spoke to a mostly female audience at
UOP reeenlly about the progress ol
the women's movements, hut warned
that the "battle isn't over."
"It is your battle...It isn't
over...You have to pay your
duos...You have to do it for yourselves
just as we did it for ourselves," said
Friedan to about 300 people gathered

it," Friedan said.
Friedan added, "Someday we
will look back at these years of the
women's movement as the most in
tense life that we or anyone else could
have even lived, and those that are
too busy to participate will be sor i y.
"We lived the second revolution

to hear her talk.
Friedan referred to the start ol
the women's movement 15 years ago
as a kind ol raising of oonseiousness
on the part of women as she appealed
to the oonseienee's of young women
in the audienee.
"Yes, it's better being a woman
Indus than it was IS sears ago, but
there are new problems," she eontinned.
"It isn't easy.
Whoever
promised \ on a rose garden."
V el! don't have to wait lor the
I.••rl eelion ol it all to see thai it is worth

and our very anger has said a new
*ves' h> life," she said.
Friedan delineated the entire
history of the modern women's
movement in her speech of ten
referring to how things used to be.
"The women's movement didn't
happen because me or some other
w itch of Salem came along forcing it
upon women who were having
orgasms waxing the kitchen lloor,
said Friedan.
"Motherhood, which had defined
woman's life in the past, became only
one factor of woman's lilt*." she said.
"Women lived in neighborhoods
where nothing stirred under three
foot tall from 9 to 5 p.m.. and after 5
came the man home that she was

supposed to love, and there was an
irritation against this god she was
supposed to live lor, said F ridan.
Friedan referred to her book, The
Feminine Mystique, which is credited
with touching off the woman's
movement, by saying, "1 remember
the relief women felt when I gave a
name to this image that isolated us."
"In the beginning, they said the
woman's movement had no basicideology, and later this was miscon
strued," she said. "What we had as
an ideology were the basic values of
American Democracy—equality of
opportunity and human freedom—as

they applied to women.
Friedan commented on marriage
saving, "We want something dif
ferent in marriage and family—the
kind of family that would carry much

men, and some pretty vicious
women,
she said.
1 hey are
spreading rumors that concentrate on
sexual matters."
"They are the same groups that
fought against the establishment of
unions, who burned crosses on lawns
in the South and who painted
swastikas on Synagogues," continued
Friedan.
She said, "It's dangerous if they
succeed in blocking the ERA. Then
we aren't safe.
"Once the ERA is behind us, it will
put into constitution an underpinning
that establishes the principle that the
constitution, applies equally to

further equality.
The women's leader also com
mented on the Kqual Bights Aminendmcnt and its opposition.
"The right wing backlash that is
lighting against the KHA are mainly

women.
Ms. Friedan added, "We must
get the current agenda of equalties
settled, so we can gel on with the next
set of issues."
issues."
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Vice-presidential candidate Kurt
Agnastou is running unopposed on a
platform which calls for revisions of

the ASUOP governmental structure
Agnastou says that the present
constitution is out ol dale and ineffec
tive. lie explains that he is con
sidering several models lor change.
"The Senate," he said, "should
be the main policy-making body lor
the students. As a more powerful
lobbying organization for the stu
dents, the Senate will be able to more
effectively deal with major problems
such as tuition increases, cluster
college budgets, and communication
problems with tin- c 11111-rci 11 univcr-

...

;.is v i ...wa.,u „i ...v Oiiiversny Umw an gaiieiy. Currently on

d i.,> until Match St. the photos are mountain scenery from Canadian Rockies, parts of the U.S., including Aguilar s
fav orite spot, the Yoscmite Valley. The pieces are selected from among 400 slides and prints. Aguilar is a senior majoring
in psychology.

Events Center fund halfway there
"Tlu- impression ol most students
ii .that it (the events center) is a
basketball pavillion, but it is more of
a multi-purpose center," said
President Stanley E. McCaffrey.
"It could be used for musical
productions such as rock concerts,
McCaflrcv added. He said better
security could be provided in an in
door facility, thus taking careol some
ot tlu- problems associated with con
certs in the stadium.
The center could also be used tor
certain speakers and large occasions,
said McCaffrey. "There would be
some community use, but that would
mainly be in the summer months."
Plans for the" center were

initiated because there was an "ex
pression of interest in having a large
facility for all these kinds of events,"
said McCaffrey.
The Events Center is planned to
Ik- located on the south campus and
will include locker rooms and stage
facilities.
"Approximately 500 firms have
given or pledged money to the cen
ter," said Lofthus. "Donations have
come from industry, farmers, doc-:
tors, lawyers, businesses and foun
dations."
But, the committee needs over $'2
million and is looking to the students
for part of that.
"We hope students will provide
$500,000 over a 10-year period," he
said.
Lofthus also expects to receive

$650,000 through what is called the
"seat option plan."
Under the plan, donors pay $ 100
over a five year period or $500 at
one time to obtain their preference in
seating at events over a five-year
period.
"Gifts will also be solicited in
larger amounts which will allow
donors to have lirst choice in
seating," said Lol thus.
Another source of revenue for the
project is in contingency pledges.
"Some who were approached were
waiting to see if we would go ahead
w ith the project," he said.
An added $275,000 has been
donated to the fund in the form of inkind gifts such as services and
materials like steel and glass, said
Lolthus.

'Saturday Night Fever' goes PG
CPS — To thousands of "Satur
day Niglu f-cver" fans who thrilled to
the contours of John Travolta's white
pants, and who shivered in titillation
or distaste at the gang-bang scene:
treasure those memories.
I ast month, Paramount Pictures
gathered up every one of the 1,080
prints of the film in distribution. Af
ter a little studio magic, "Fever" will
reappear in March and April, with a
CP-rating where once there was an R.
Paramount told Variety that a
large share of the market was cut out
by the film's under-17-not-admitted
rating. So the studio is cutting seven
minutes ot the original's verbal ob
scenity and graphic sexual encoun
ters, and embellishing it with some
"cover" shooting and dubbing.
Then Paramount is spending roughly
$2 million to re-introduee the PG
"Fever,", and figures the "innate
.ppeal" of the Bee Gee's disco
soundtrack and John Travolta will
bring the teeners on a run.
The film company had contem
plated making a PG version as early,
UN laN(
Fcbiuarv. But, says senior
domestic sales vice-president Frank

Maneuso, "we realized the film was
performing too strongly to risk
limiting the momentum of the R ver
sion by bringing in a PG." Thus far,
"Fever"
has
brought
back
$71,463,000 to Paramount in film
rentals.
So now, all Paramount has to

worry about is the possibility of an R
"Fever" being shipped out by
mistake. Variety reports that until all
printstare altered, Paramount is
"laying out substantial coin" to en
sure their safety, thus dampening the
possibility of seeing a bootleg
"Fever" showing.

Perils of the Pacifican
Over the past lour weeks, the Pacifican has experienced
several equipment breakdowns, including shutdown of its phototypesetter that prov ides the printed copy in the newspaper.
1 hese breakdowns, which have occurred on a weekly basis,
are the reason why the newspaper was late in its distribution for
the I-eb. 9 issue and why the Pacifican was not published last
Friday, Feb. '23.
1 lie stall ol the newspaper has made every effort to keep the
newspaper publishing on a regular, weekly basis, but the equip
ment breakdowns have been beyond our control.
Since the Pacifican's phototypesetter is only about four months
old, vve clo not anticipate further breakdowns, however, sometimes
mechanical failures are hard to predict.
I he Pacifican stall regrets any inconvenience the breakdowns
may have c aused our advertisers and subscribers—the students.

sitv organizations.
When asked about student lees

writer told this reporter Wed^T

for the Events Center, Anagnoslou
said, "UOP's student fees are already
the highest. Additional fees should
not be added unless approved by a

semester's nevvspa|x-r, "| want li,|
on the Publications Board inordr
d. "I want to
help," he said.

student vote.
Agnastou is a sophomore Pre-lavv and
Economics major in COP.
He is
currently as ASUOP Senator, a
COPA Assemblyperson, and a mem
ber of the University Center Planning
Committee.
Freshman John Adams, also a
Pre-lavv and Economics major, is run
ning without opposition lor the

afternoon that he is pleased vvitl,
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Band Frolic memories
of fun and hard work
By Tracy Riddle
Pacifican Staff Writer

Band Frolic has come and gone,
but the memories of this year's 51st
annual competition linger on.
Band Frolic was originated in
1929 by Robert "Pop" Gordon as an
effort to draw more people to Concert
Band performances. A lot of hard
work went into preparation for the
1979 Band Frolic which was
dedicated to Gordon who passed

Band Frolic
(cont. from page 6)
In past years, considered to be
the worst of all the skits, and almost,
always losing points for excessive
crassness, this year's (still last place
winner) entry was a welcome and en
joyable surprise.
Although the gross jokes were
still included in the dialogue, the con
text was better and the banter showed
some signs of subtlety.
'I his fraternity demonstrated
more awareness of the facts of life on
this campus than any other living
group, save John Ballantyne.
The recent campus issues such as
the phase-out of Bay-Cal, Doizaki's
resignation as president, and the
hiring of the new football coach were
all dealt with, much to the enjoyment
and appreciation of the audience.
One last entertainer deserves
considerable mention and praise and
he is Tom Scott. Scott played the
guitar and sang whimsical songs for
the audience during the scene
changes made necessary by the very
structure of Band Frolic.
Aside from his singing and
picking, his special talent seems to be
his ability to get the spectators in
volved.
A big favorite with the crowd in
the Conservatory was "I Know You'll
Be Glad When I Am Dead and
Gone."
Scott's closing song, done during
the wait lor the tabulation of points
by the judges, was "Vahevala" of
Loggins and Messina fame. An impresive rendition, the song quieted
• the audience as no other one before
had.

away late last year.
Each of the 14 campus living
groups presented a 12-minute skit
combining lyrics, song, and dance
before packed houses both Friday
and Saturday nights. Although 12
minutes may not seem to be a long
time, some groups bad been
preparing for over a month.
Gasa Werner began work on
their Band Frolic number in the mid
dle of January. "It was really fun to
watch the show come together," said
Alice Grtibe, chairman of Werner's
production. It really didn't seem like
that much work."
I he University Townhouscs, a
lust year participant also began
working on their show during Winter
lerm.
At first it was hard getting
people to come together," said direc
tor Bill Kolan, "but a little over a
week before the performance our
show started falling together."
The sororities were slightly more
pressed lor rehearsal time as Bush
just ended Feb. 5. Debra Wall cochairman for Delta Delta Delta said,
Ve really couldn't concentrate on
Band F rolic until after rush was over.
Alter that our house practiced about
two hours a night."

together. "We want to work li'P'1
to produce the very best show ill
can," she said. "We Ix'licvc
together our show is relied*
together our house is.' She a
that they had won the previous
years.
South-West also worked tow
holding on to their winning*1
"We feci like every year wen
improve," said scriptwriter and
former Bandy Bass. "Our I*'
nianco this y ear was much sh"1
than last year."
"The enthusiasm in "lir
has been amazing," said Dean
director of Alpha Kappa L,n'
skit. "Band Frolic always pub'
house together. We would prod"
couple of hours every night am
the brothers would sit aroum 1

work on the scripts t hcinsel'
because they enjoyed it so nuu
,je\w
Though each group i,lter\
agreed that winning isn't that11 ^
tant, waiting in the Conservator.
six anonymous judges' decision
easily change one's mind.
Werner's chairman

t;n»

su m m ed it up well:
V'j j(l
reason for being in Band Fr°1
have a good lime."

Fro|Wi!", CTmenU>d that Band
robe helped bring Delta Delta Delta

Barriers come down;
Fast food goes to China
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